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A llega tio n s o f cam paigning
violations taint S G A Election
• Legislature votes 18-9 to u p h o ld “ clouded” results
by Tom Boud
Alleged violations of SGA
Election rules has, for the sec
ond year in a row, cast a
shadow over the results for
SGA president and the SGA
Legislature has again chosen
to ignore testimony from can
didates and legislators who
said the rules were violated.
The SGA voted 18 9-0 yes
terday to recognize all presi
dential votes as valid.
The vote came after SGA
Legislator John Brost ques
tioned the election’s validity.
This challenge to the out
come has come after w it 
nessing a number of viola 
tions. T h e reasons for this
challenge include the con 
stant loitering by the candi

dates near the polls, the dis
tribution of campaign mate
rials, most notably but not
exclusively, by the Marenco
campaign in restricted areas,
that representatives of the
M arenco cam paign w ere
heard cam paigning in re
stricted areas, that represen
tatives o f the Marenco cam
paign w ere seated at the
polls on April 16, and at least
one independent supervisor
was heard campaigning for
a candidate at the polls,” said
Brost.
Marenco beat presidential
hopefuls MichaelRoessner694597 and Rick Leto 694-196
Marenco said that he did
not break any of the election
rules. Marenco said the litUe

SGA Election results
President
Julio A. Marenco............................ .......694
Mike Roessner..................................
Rick Leto.........................................

Vice President
Amy Fisher.......................................

Treasurer
Barry Bernstein................................

Secretary
Jennifer Lynch.................................. ...... 688
Jon Fagioli........................................ ...... 330
Dan Lipper...................................... ...... 262

Justice
George Calle..................................... .......761

Tina Napoli's car after the accident involving a Campus
Shuttle bus and a Chrysler Concord driven by Beverly Stern.

time he spent near the poll
area was for relaxation. “I did
sit at the poll table a couple
o f times w hen I took my
break because that’s where
the sofas are.”
Secretary Lauren Pytleski
tem p ora rily
replaced
TAINTED con’t on p. 4

,PJ$to by Tim Casey
SGA President Francois Dauder and Acting Attorney Gen
eral Brian Cosgrove arguing over "clouded” election results.

Bohn heads lose keys
by Chert M elone
Key and lock changes will
be taking place this weekend
in all of the rooms in Bohn
Hall on floors 9-11, accord
ing to Margaree ColemanCarter, director of Residence
Life. The k ey and lock
changes com e about after
three sub-master keys for
floors 9-11, were allegedly
either lost or stolen last
week, according to anony
mous sources.
Coleman said that many
students requested the key
rotations since many stu
dent keys have been reported
either lost or stolen by stu
dents in the last couple of
weeks.
"We are sending out no
tices to the Bohn Hall resi
dents on April 19, and we
plan to have the rekeying
completed by this weekend,"

said Carter.
New su b -m a ster keys
(keys that open every door on
a particular floor) will have
to be made to replace the old
ones which w ill no longer
work, said Carter.
There will be no cost for
key rotations since MSU
employs a locksmith and the
resident director is also able
to assist. “Key inventory is
w ith in our m ain ten an ce
area,” said Coleman.
Bohn Hall Director Joe
Dimichele says that “five stu
dent keys have been reported
missing since last week.”
Dimichele admits that this is
an unusually high number,
but it is relatively common
place for students to either
misplace or report stolen
keys.
A ccord in g
to
sources who choose

On the Inside:

Clove Road crash
by Cheri M elone
A three-vehicle collision
that injured two MSU stu
dents occurred in front of the
Clove Road apartments on
April 12.
Junior Tina Napoli of Clove
Road apartments, and Fine
Arts major Beverly Stem of
West Orange were both injured
when their vehicles collided.
Ambulances responded imme
diately to the scene, taking
Napoli to Mountainside Hos
pital in Montclair, and Stem to
St. Joseph's in Paterson. Both
were released the same day

to remain anoymous, two
meetings were held last week
with all of the assistant man
agers and one with the en
tire Bohn Hall staff to ad
dress the problem of miss
ing sub-master keys.
So far, most people alleg
edly involved in these meet
ings have denied that any
sub-master keys were lost in
Bohn Hall. ‘To my knowledge
no sub-master keys were re
ported lost, on ly student
keys,” said Dimichele.
Tara Morlando, assistant
manager at Bohn Hall said
that “none of the assistant
manager’s are permitted to
comment on this situation."
TWo desk assistants also
refused to comment on the
lost sub-master key situation.

with minor head and
neck injuries.
N ap oli’s
1990
Hyundai Excel was
totaled, and Stern's
1996
C h ry s le r
Concorde suffered mi
nor damage to the
front end. Both ve
hicles were towed to
S c h u m a c h e r
Chevrolet in Little
Falls.
According to the
report filed by the
CRASH con't on, p4
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The week in review

(compiled from the N Y Times, the StarLedger and Reuters on the Internet by Genie Feran)

International
Mideast Clashes Contlnue-Week-long Israeli
raids in southern Lebanon countered by
Hezbollah guerrillas firing rockets into north
ern Israel have created 400,000 refugees so far,
with no diplomatic solution in sight. Hezbollah,
a pro-Iranian guerrilla group in southern Leba
non, rejected a U.S. proposal for ending the Is
raeli blitz Wednesday, stating that they will con
tinue a campaign to end Israel’s occupation of
south Lebanon. Although Lebanon has suffered
considerable social and economic strain since
the raids began, the Lebanese government is
unable to constrain Hezbollah.
Pope Offers Words of Tolerance-Declaring
that “None can kill in the name of God," Pope
John Paul II toured Tunisia on Monday with
a message of religous tolerance to the Islamic
world and a denouncement of religious fa
naticism. The Tunisian president, Ben Ali,
has been in power since 1987 and is care
fully monitoring neighboring Algeria's civil
war to ensure its Islamic militant movement
doesn't spill over to Tunisia.
U.S. and Japan Reach Troop Accord-During
a summit in Tokyo on Wednesday, President
Clinton announced that America has formed a
special partnership with Japan to safeguard
peace and prosperity in Asia. The U.S. and Ja
pan signed an agreement that reaffirms secu
rity ties in the region and is the clearest state
ment made since the end of the Cold War that
defines U.S. strategic goals in Asia. The agree
ment also stipulated that although no reduc
tion in the number of American troops stationed
in Japan will take place, some military bases
will experience a “shrinkage.”
Exodus Back to Vietnam -TWn decades after
the fall of Saigon, the Vietnamese exodus has
taken a new direction-back to Vietnam. The U.N.
agreed to cut off financing for refugee camps in
Southeast Asia last month, and officials say the
only option for the remaining 35,000 people in
the region is to return to Vietnam-willingly or
not. The Vietnamese government is preparing
to receive and resettle the returnees, many of
whom are hostile.
Mad Cow Scare Is Over-A month after set
ting off an international scare about the safety
of British beef due to mad cow disease, the
government said Wednesday that beef sales
in Britain were recovering, with beef con
sumption increasing to 85 percent o f the
level before March 20, the day the announce
ment was made of a possible link between
the fatal bovine disease and a similar dis
ease in humans. The plan to dispose of all
cows over 30 months o f age, at a rate of
15,000 a week, will begin April 29.
Safety Lapses Cited in German Airport
Fire-Last week's fire at the Düsseldorf A ir
port was caused by a lapse in safety proce
dures which failed to supervise the welders
who, while working on a road ramp outside
the airport, apparently started the fire that
killed 16 people. German prosecutors have
opened a criminal investigation._____________

\

National
Navy F-14 Crashes in Virginia- A Navy F14B je t crashed on takeoff from Oceana Na
val A ir Station in Virginia on Wednesday, the
latest crash in a series of accidents involving
F-14s this year. The fate of the two crew
members who parachuted from the aircraft
was not known at press time. Following three
previous accidents, the Navy grounded all jets
for a 72-hour period in February for a safety
review and a senior admiral told Congress
on Tuesday that no common mechanical
cause was found for the crashes.
Dole Pulls Bill on Immigration- Angered by
Democratic attempts to force votes on amend
ments dealing with the minimum wage and
Social Security bills. Republican Senator Bob
Dole suddenly pulled the immigration bill
from the Senate floor, claiming that it would
be “held hostage” to the proposed amend
ments by the Democrats . The minimum
wage raise, a central Democratic campaign
issue, is supported by 84 percent of the
American public, according to the latest NY
Times/CBS News Poll, but it draws intense
opposition from business and House Repub
lican leaders.
Suspected Kansas ‘‘Freeman" Held- A Kan
sas man linked to the anti-government “Free
men” group is in c u s t o d y in T o p e k a a ft e r b e 
ing stopped in a car carrying e x p lo s iv e d e 
vices on Ttiesday. Meanwhile, the standoff
continues in Montana with prospects for talks
with the “Freemen” uncertain and hopes for
a quick end to the siege, which began March
25, seem unlikely.
Officials Claim No Ebola Threat- Officials
in Texas say there’s nothing to fear from an
outbreak of the Ebola virus among monkeys
at a primate breeding facility in Texas, but
10 handlers who had contact with the infected
monkeys are under observation, according to
Health Commissioner David Smith. The par
ticular strain of the virus found in the dead
monkeys has not caused any problems with
humans in the past, officials said on Tues
day. As a precaution, the state's health de
partment has imposed a quarantine on the
breeding facility which is home to 5,000 mon
keys used for medical research.
Possible Cause of Gulf Sickness Found- Re
searchers say they may have found the cause of
the mysterious illness known as “Gulf WUr Syn
drome” in a chemical cocktail given to soldiers
to counteract nerve gas poisoning and insect borne diseases. While the chemicals alone don't
have any side effects, the researchers say that
experiments on chickens indicate they are highly
toxic when taken together.
Clinton Worried About Internet- Saying
that in the next 20 years “every great nation
will have to face the question of terrorist ac
cess to the Internet,” President Clinton voiced
his concern over the N et’s accessibility to ter
rorists and the ease with which they can ob
tain information on bomb manufacturing and
nerve gas production.________________________
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Marenco as meeting chair while
A c tin g Attorney G en era l B rian
Cosgrove called for legislative action.
“I recommend that all results for presi
dential candidates be disqualified for fla
grant violation of the election rules. What
has been proposed by the election com
mittee is a one-day run off between the
presidential candidates from 9 to 5 in
the Student Center. I ask that we have a
run-off election that will dispel all the
rumors; that will remove the cloud of
doubt from whomever may be president
next year. It is up to you guys to do what
ever you feel is right, regardless of what
I feel or what the election committee feels.
The simple fact is, the candidates knew
the rules, the candidates signed the
mles, and the rules were broken, pe
riod! I put down tape in Blanton and
Dickson to show where candidates can
and can not go. 1want you guys to know
that I did what was fair. Just remember,
it’s you (the SGA at large) who has to
decide how to handle this” Cosgrove said.
SG A President Dauder said, "I
have to commend Brian Cosgrove
for his efforts as well as this legisla
ture for that matter. Brian did the
best jo b possible supervising the
election. Everything that has been
brought to my attention has been
handled as well as I possibly could.
The thing is, everybody cut corners.
I personally witnessed everybody not
following the rules,"
Some SGA legislators argued it
would be best to leave the election re
sults intact for the benefit of the ap
proximately 1,500 students who voted.
“If you can’t prove what happened, then
don’t make any accusations,” said SGA
Legislator Joe Paternoster.
Am y Fisher won an unopposed
bid for SGA Vice President and Barry
Bernstein was elected unchallenged
as SGA Treasurer. Jennifer Lynch tri
umphed in a three-way race for SGA
Secretary. Lynch topped John Fagioli
364-169 and Dan Lipper 364-142.
Write-in candidate Jennifer Connell
won an uncontested race for Board
of Trustees Alternate and George
Calle won a spot on the new Judi-

— ---------------------

Students protest 9 % tuition increase at
turbulent Board of Trustees meeting
by Tom Boud__________________ _ _
The MSU Board of Trustees (BOT)
voted nearly unanimously on April
1 1 to increase summer tuition 8.9%
(9.2% for nonresidents).
The only exception was Student
BOT Representative Natalee Vaccaro
who casted an abstention. “I don't
agree with this tuition raise on a
personal level, but I realize that it
must be done for the good of the
university. Please remember our liv
ing and eating conditions,” Vaccaro
said.
In addition, the BOT heard testi
mony from students and faculty con
cerning further tuition and fee in
creases.
In June, the BOT will vote on ex
tending the summer increase to the
96-97 academic year along with a
$10.00 hike in parking permits. The
BOT will also consider
instituting a $2.50 per credit Fa
cilities Fee (to help clear up building
maintenance backlog) as well as a
6.1% boost in room and board for
campus residents.

SGA President Francois Dauder
voiced his dissatisfaction. “The summer increase is an outrageous in
crease. The projected fall increases
are outrageous for the students who
will have the financial burden of off
setting increases of 9 percent. We’re
quite aware of the state department
of higher education cuts, but this
university can come up with alter
natives other than the summer in
crease and the proposed 96-97 bud
get that would not be such a bur
den. The SGA will still be here dur
ing the summer and will make ef
forts to recruit students to be at the
June board meeting," Dauder said.
Victor Cirilo, director of External
Affairs, brought out baskets contain
ing about l,400signed letters from
MSU students. Cirilo is currently
heading a campaign to gather thou
sands of anti-tuition hike letters
which will be forwarded to the NJ
State Legislature on April 22.
Furthermore, Blanton Hall resi
dent Brenda Sheehan appeared be
fore the board with several hundred

signatures from students opposed to
any tuition hikes.
AFT Local 1904 President Dr.
Catherine Becker said raising tuition
is not in the university’s best inter
est. “I think it sets a bad precedent
where to d a y ’s stu den ts pay for
tomorrow’s buildings. To point the
real finger of blame, we must look at
TYenton. The Whitman administra
tion has sharply cut aid for higher
education. Montclair and our stu
dents all suffer from this. Governor
Whitman must not be allowed to
continue cutting in the name of tax
savings. She needs to be stopped
now and we need to band together
to do it,” Becker said.
MSU President Irvin Reid sup
ported Becker's call for organized
protest. “I agree with Dr. Becker in
that we need a concerted effort. I
myself have been meeting with state
legislators at the rate of 1 to 2 per
week. We are in an environment
where we are expecting a 2.2 million
dollar reduction. We are also in the
most expensive part o f the state.
However, we are continuing to listen
to ways in which we can improve."
Reid said the summer tuition incre
ment along with the projected 9697 tuition /fee package will not to
tally absorb the shortfall in state
assistance.
BOT Chairperson Murray Cole
said the board takes student input
seriously. “I don't want people to
think that what you say here tonight
will be forgotten tomorrow. Wc don’t
just come here and hear what you
have to say and just do what we
want. We strive to do things with a
minimum amount of pain, but at the
same time, we can’t let MSU become
stagnant to the point where it does
not progress. Our responsibility is
not only going to students, faculty,
and administration, but also acting
as trustees o f the public and state
of New Jersey”.

TAINTED con’t on p. 4

B E A H A IR M O D E L !
R E C E IV E F R E E P R O D U C T !
Aveda, the internationally renowned hair, skin, and colour cos
metic company, is now recruiting women and men for an u p 
coming hair show in your area. If you are open to a haircut,
color and/or permanent wave, you are just the person we are
looking for! Come to our open Interview Saturday, April 20 at
11:00 AM at the M eadowlands Hilton, 2 Harmon Plaza,
Secaucus, NJ. For more information call 1-800-551-8711 and
ask for Marigrace or Rana.
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Fitness & £
Racquetball

STUDENT FITNESS MEMBERSHIPS

$29

FOR 1 M O NTH

* Must be full time and show evidence o f taking
more than 12 credits
(201) 227-4000
Fairfield Business Center

No services performed on this date.

333 Route 46 W ., Fairfield, NJ 07004
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MSU Campus Police Report
the women’s locker room.
Harassment
April 15. A man came to head
quarters reporting that unknown
persons were put
ting up fliers stat
ing that Zeta Beta
Tau cut down a
tree and was de
stroying nature.
Noise
Com 
plaint
April 11 at 1:09
a.m . Num erous
re s id e n ts c o m 
plained of noise
from the Quad
a rea
betw een
Blanton and Bohn
Halls. There were
70 to 100 males
and females par
tic ip a tin g and
w atching a step
show. They were
advised to take it into the quarry and
the group dispersed five to ten min
utes later.
Suspicious Person
April 12. between 11:10-11:50
p.m. TWo separate females reported
a man trying to engage in them in
some conversation while they were
walking on campus earlier that day.

by Usa Monaco
Assault
April 12 at 2:20 a.m. An officer
on patrol observed commotion in
Lot 26, suggesting a fight. Prior to
this a witness observed the fight
between a man and two females
and tried to break it up. Appar
ently the man became intoxicated
at an off-cam pus party which
prompted an argument to start in
a vehicle. The females were treated
at the Health Center, but the man
needed stitches and was trans
ported to Mountainside Hospital
by ambulance.
Disorderly Conduct/Lewdness
April 9 at 7:30 p.m. A woman
residing at the Clove Road Apart
ments reported that a man was
standing outside her apartment
with no pants on. The man was
apparently intoxicated.
Criminal Mischief
April 9 at 7:30 a.m. Derogatory
comments were found written on
a fire alarm panel in Bohn Hall.
April 12. An officer on patrol
during the night shift observed the
back w in d s h ie ld o f a 1984
Volkswagen Rabbit smashed.
Trespassing
April 13 at 2p.m. A woman re
ported seeing a man run through

After initially approaching them he
passed them again and dropped his
book-bag on the ground as if expect
ing them to help.
Theft

A p ril 10. A
b o o k b a g was
stolen from the
Student Cen
ter Ballroom .
The
victim
fe e ls it may
have happened
while she was
h a n d in g out
flie rs fo r the
health fair.
April 12 at 4
p.m. A Student
C e n te r
em 
p lo y ee
re 
ported that a
computer, key
board, and file
c e n te r were
stolen from the ballrooms.
April 12 at 1 p.m. A woman in
Sprague Library left her bag on the
chair inside the bathroom while she
went into stall. When she came out
her cellular phone was missing.
April 14 at 1:40 a.m. A woman
resident of Stone Hall reported that
she left her door open while running

around the dorm doing things and
when she returned she found her
wallet had been stolen from her
bookbag.
M edical

April 11 at 6:58 p.m. A woman
fell down the stairs in Blanton Hall
and possibly fractured her foot.
S h e w as tra n sp o rted to St.
Joseph’s Hospital.
April 12 at 1:40 a.m. An officer
on patrol observed a woman Bohn
Hall resident vomiting by a car in
Lot 21 after returning from an off
campus fraternity party under the
influence. She was transported to
the Health Center and was exam
ined by a nurse.
Fire Alarm
April 9 at 4:37 p.m. The fourth
floor smoke detector in Freeman
Hall infront of the rooms was ac
tivated. The RA used the key to
open the door and found heavy
smoke in the room. Apparently the
resident was cooking chicken and
used ammonia on the floor to
clean up the mess. The combina
tion o f substances started the
smoke.
April 10 at 3:49 a.m. In Blanton
Hall a fourth floor pull station
sounded the alarm. No smoke or
fire was found.

T A IN T E D con t from p. 3
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cial Branch receiving 761 votes.
“If we try to get into who did what, we would be here for days. Let’s not
waste the legislature's time with this. If you are going to disqualify the
votes of more than 1,500 people who are not apathetic, please make sure
you do it based on the facts”, said Paternoster.
SGA Legislator Jean-Marie Navetta further argued for accepting the sta
tus quo. ‘T h is is totally stupid! 1don't understand why we are fighting over
this when we can’t prove anything. Where are our facts? Unlike last year,
we have no evidence that any votes have been tampered with. The fact
is, 1,500 students voted. If we hold a one day run-off election for president,
maybe 100 students will vote. It would be a kick in the rubber parts for all
the students who voted,” Navetta said.
“At least you can’t say the legislature is hypocritical. They are simply
always wrong,” said SGA Legislator Greg MacSweeney who argued at the
meeting that the “SGA Legislature has no integrity” and that the election
results should be overturned because of violations of election rules.
Members of the legislature and members o f the audience also argued that
the rules should be followed or there should be no election rules at all.

CRASH con’t from p. 1
Little Falls Police Department, at about 12:45 p.m., Napoli's car “was traveling
on Clove Road and stopped in the northbound lane to make a left turn into
the Clove Road apartments. Apparently a shuttle bus was stopped in the
opposite lane, and Napoli “began to make the left turn and was broadsided by
Stem’s vehicle and then Napoli’s vehicle struck the shuttle bus." The shuttle
ms sustained very little damage, and was able to drive away shortly after the
accident occurred.
Napoli, 21, had x-rays taken of her head and neck but only suffered from
minor bruising and shock. According to her father, Napoli w as able to re
turn to school on Monday.
Stern, 48, says that she feels "very sore and bruised in my neck, arms,
and chest.” She is currently under her doctor’s care, and does not know
when she will be able to return to school.
Neither the bus driver nor any of the passengers were injured in the
accident. Senior Victoria Caldes, a passenger on the bus, says that “I felt a
small jolt and that was it."
To date, no summons or charges were filed in connection with the accident.

Crossing Boundaries’. A u t h o r
by Jean-Marie Navetta and John J.
O ’Sullivan
As a highlight o f the “Crossing
Boundaries" series at MSU, nation
ally acclaimed author Leslie Feinberg
gave a presentation entitled, “Stone
B utch Blues: Lesbian Genre or
TVansgender?” in Dickson Hall on
Wednesday night.
The presentation was part of the
week-long lecture series, which was
co-chaircd by Sally McWilliams of
the English department and Jane
Peterson of the Theatre Department.
The series celebrated "the interdis
ciplinary aspects of work by lesbian
artists." Other speakers throughout
the week focused on their work as
lesbians in the various genres of art,
film, and literature.
In this segm ent of the series,
Feinberg discussed the similarities
and differences between the gay and
le s b ia n com m u n ity and the
transgendered community through
the themes in her novel Stone Butch
Blues. The novel received the Am eri
can Library Association Award for
Gay and Lesbian Literature, and a
LAMBDA Literary Award. Feinberg is
known for being a grass-roots activ
ist and a journalist who has spoken
on this topic in over 40 states. She
has also just completed a nonfiction
study of transgendered individuals
and culture entitled, Transgender
W arriors: A H istory o f Resistance
from Joan o f A rc to RuPaul.
Feinberg started her discussion

Spring
by Tom Boud
The thrill of Atlantic City came to
MSU thanks to Casino Night, a gam 
bling extravaganza sponsored by
CLUB on April 15 in the Student
Center Ballrooms. Casino Night is
part of CLUB’S Spring Week 1996
which runs throughout this week.
According to Casino Night rules,
each participant was provided with
“$2,000” in chips, in addition to a
free raffle ticket upon entering the
ballrooms. Each person would try
their luck at any o f the blackjack,
roulette, or big wheel tables scattered
throughout the ballrooms.
When it came time to cash in one’s
chips, each gambler would receive
one additional raffle ticket for every
“$5,000" in chips. CLUB then raffled
off about 25 various prizes ranging
from a pack of cards to a color tele-

S h a res T r a n s g e n d e r E x p e r ie n c e

with an explanation o f the term
“transgendered,” commenting that,
“It challenges the Ozzie and Harriet
paradigm of sex.” Though a number
of different self-identifications ap
pear to fall under the “umbrella" of
transgender, Feinberg argued that
people are beginning to recognize the
existence of a defined transgender
movement, evidenced by use of the
term in many mainstream publica
tions such as the New York Times.
This recognition may also be at
tributed to the momentum in the
United States generated by the les
bian, gay, and transgendered people
working together as one movement,
according to Feinberg. “Although its
not the same oppression, to our en
emies, we are all Queer with a capi
tal Q...having a common enemy is a
basis for coalition.” She argued that
the groups must remain together for
power, and that, “narrowing the
forces would be inconceivable.”
Her novel. Stone B utch Blues,
aims
to
help
ex p la in
the
transgendered experience. “Stone
Butch Blues is a novel about being
inside the transgendered experience
- w e are usually the Other... the book
lets you have your entire world shift
in terms of how you will be perceived.
It takes you on a rollercoaster ride
that tells you about sex and gender
in our society.” The book takes on
issues which overlap - sex, gender,
women's issues, and class - and how
these issues can create or break

Leslie Feinberg speaking on “Stone Butch Blues" and the definition o f
transgemder tuesday night in Dickson Hall.
unity. Feinberg noted that such is
sues are now being discussed and
publicized by more mainstream me
dia, including Hollywood, who is “try
ing to cash in on interest, hunger,
and discussion.”
Feinberg drew a literary parallel
between Stone B u tch Blues and
Radcliffe Hall's The Well o f Loneli
ness. Both cou ld be read as
transgender narratives because of
the issues taken on in the texts and
the author’s backgrounds (Hall was
also transgendered and preferred to
be called “John"). ‘The book (The Well
o f Loneliness) is both lesbian genre
and transgender genre,” commented

Feinberg, “that’s what makes a kind
of bond between The Well o f Loneli
ness and Stone B utch Blues. The
authors have one foot in each of the
overlapping communities.” The sig
nificance of books like these was
touched on by Feinberg: “Books can
take truth out to places we can’t go.”
Feinberg then attempted to cre
ate a clearer understanding of the
relationship between transgender
and sexuality. “There’s an assump
tion that transgendered people arc
just gay and don’t want to admit it but transgenderism isn’t sexuality
expressed: its our spirit and how vve
Feinberg continued on p. 9

W eek starts with aofdeal
the deck
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vision.
Meanwhile, the nor
mally sedate Student
Center Ballrooms took
on an air more typical of
Bally’s Casino. Students
were to be found shout
ing, rooting, clapping,
and celebrating as if they
were betting real money.
Nonetheless, there were
some who thought Ca
sino Night still had room
for improvement.
“I'm wondering how
come they don't have
any craps tables here.
After all, it's just doesn’t
feel like a casino without
craps," said Sophomore
Keith Frey. “Anyw ay,
where are the waitresses

serving cocktails and beer?” Frey
said jokingly.
All jokes aside, many people liter
ally hit the jackpot on Casino Night.
At night's end, there were many w in
ners with stacks of twenty or more
black chips (“$5,000” each) which
translated into long reels of raffle
tickets.
The festive mood didn't stop when
all the tables were closed. Gamblers
were still roaring with enthusiasm
during the CLUB raffle drawing for
a color television and the final grandprize drawing.
S p rin g Week C o -ch a irp erso n
Wendy Mechtel said this year’s Ca
sino Night fared better than last
year’s event. “ So far, it's been a great
success! As of 9:30, we had 225
people and more were coming in.
They stayed and had a lot of fun."
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LIRR Victim s Parents speak to
students on daughter’s legacy
by Matthew Connolly and Tim
Donnelly
On Tticsday, April 9, MSU alumni
Jake and Arlene Lociecro gave a pre
sentation to approximately 55 stu
dent and faculty members concern
ing their daughter Amy Federici, one
of the victims of the December 1993
Long Island Railroad Massacre. The
event was sponsored by the MSU
C am p u s M in istry C ou n cil and
theWcllness Week Committee.
Arlene Locicero began the presen
tation with a brief reading from the
Bible and introduced network news
video footage from the night on
which Am y’s life was taken. Jake
Locicero gave a poignant account of
how he came to learn of his
daughter’s involvement in the trag
edy and the events which ensued.
Strong Christian faith enabled
him and his wife to cope with the
difficulty of losing a child. Because
he feels that our society has become
desensitized to gun-related crimes,
Mr. Locicero hopes that Amy will put

a human face and personality on
what would otherwise be a mere
numerical statistic. He said “During
Amy's life, she was a vibrant, pious,
affable woman; always the first to
extend a hand of friendship.” Amy's
sister also described her as “a won
derful sister, a loving.caring woman,
and someone who put God first.”
Throughout the process of organ
donation, Am y’s death has given a
new lease on life to three recipients.
Her heart recipient, a 60-year-old
grandmother from Long Island, is
regarded by Arlene Locicero as “one
of her own children.” The presenta
tion stressed the sanctity of life, and
how the force and love behind it lasts
far beyond death.
Afterward, over refreshments,
Jake and Arlene took the time to
meet individually all who attended.
Information regarding organ dona
tion was also available. All informa
tion can he attained by contacting
the Newman Catholic Center at 7462323.

Com e on people, give me a break. W r ite -for Campus
L ife. I N L L D

5 L L C P ! Cal! x5Z16 and ask for Sue.

Thursday, April 18:
Lecture. Ethics in Accounting 6 PM. Robin Hood Inn. $25 faculty,
$15 students. Sponsored by the Accounting Society.
"Out of Bounds; Dykes Talk Sex, Lives, Art." 6-8 PM, Dickson
Hall, Room 178.
Monday, April 22:
CERAF Conferance”Promoting Equity Markets in Africa.”
7:30AM -5PM.
Adopt-A-Trcc: Free Saplings! 11:00 AM-2:(X) PM
Tuesday, April 23:
Trina Paulus and Worm Village! SC Ballroom 11:(X) AM, Creat
ing Your Own Indoor Compost. 12:00 PM, Biogcnctics and You.
1:00 PM, The Natural Cure for AIDS!??!
“Tweaking the Dragon’s Tail: Teaching Western Journalism in
China” I2:30-l:30PM. Dickson Hall, Room 272.
Wednesday, April 24:
Campus Cleanup; Pizza exchange for garbage! 10-2:00 PM
Aerobic Fitness Expo for Women.. 12-1PM. Panzer Gym
Fitness Center.
Thursday, April 25:
Earth Day! Jason Aldcrs/Caricatures, Redhawk Native American
Dancers, Vendors and environmental organizations galore, 12-1:00
PM.
Film: "Jeffrey" by Christopher Ashley, 3-6 PM Dickson Hall,
Room 178. Sponsored by the Gay and Lesbian Faculty and Staff
Association and PRIDE.
.

Mondays

Amnesty International Meetings, S.C. Room 408 4 p.m.
Players. General Membership, S.C. Cafe B 6 p.m.
Al-Anon meetings, Gilbreth House 7 p.m.
Tuesdays

P le a se !
MoMfcUlr StAte V/nlvcr*iU('*

==

Jewish Student \Jn\ov\

LASO General Membership, S.C. Room 417 3:30 p.m.
Narcotics Anonymous, Gilbreth House 6 p.m.
OSAU General Membership, S.C. Cafe C. 7:30 p.m.
Wednesdays

French Club Meeting, Dickson Hall, Room 115. noon
Theta Xi, "Going Greek” Cafe B. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Conservation Club Meeting, S.C. Room 120 3 p.m.

is p ro u d to present

Thursdays

Phi Mu Alpha holds bake sale in Dickson Hall.
Public Telescope Night, front of Richardson Hall 8 p.m.
Fridays

Muslim Student Association, S.C. Room 205. 3 - 4 p.m.
Sundays

Mass in Dickson Hall. Rm. 178 11 a.m. NCC 6:30 p.m

m êéêw ê
A o n e -w o m a n p e rfo rm a n c e d e p ic tin g ’ R-iuissian
c h o re o g ra p h e r N a d ia Arikadina’s saga off
W o rld W ar II:
Y ears off h id in g , p o litica l purges, ty ra n n y, & off her
g ra n d m o th e r’s c r y p tic m essages & the su p pression o f h e r
faith as an in dividu al.

76cttdd<iyf

25. Î996

S t u d e n t @euter room 4 0 7
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0
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The Commuter Connection
by Valerie Winslow
It’s events update time! The Com
muter Students from the Weekend
College Student A ssociation are
sponsoring Carnaval. “Our 21st an
nual ‘Carnaval’ will be featuring dif
ferent Latin rhythms. It will be a
Latin night to remember,” says Jose
Gamarra, the president o f the WCSA.
This year’s event theme will be “Latin
Soul.” All students are invited to
attend WCSA’s annual program on
Sunday, April 21 at 5:00 PM in the
Memorial Auditorium. Tickets are
$6, $7 for non-students, and $5 for
seniors and children.
On Saturday, April 27, the Office

of Student Activities (OSA) and the
College Life Union Board (CLUB) will
sponsor a happy hour from 1 1:30
a.m.until 12:30 p.m. for weekend
commuter students. OSA and CLUB
w ill give away free bagels, juice, cof
fee, and tea. OSA and CLUB want to
communicate to the weekend college
students that their input and in
volvement in campus activities are
extremely important.
Commuter students who are in
terested in learn in g more about
Greek life should call 655-4404 to
get information about a special meet
ing that is being planned for com 
muter students.
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The Real World
by the students of the Co-operative Education Program
by Eileen M. MacDonald
Cooperative education has en
hanced my career development and
goals in many ways. Prior to my par
ticipation in cooperative education, I
was not sure what 1 wanted to do
once I graduated from MSU with a
degree in Psychology. It gave me an
idea of the career path I would like
to pursue after graduation.
The Therapeutic School and Pre
school in Belleville, N.J., is a school
for children with emotional and de
velopm ental delays. 1 w ork with
many students who are preschool
handicapped, autistic, emotionally
disturbed, and m u ltip le h an di
capped. As a teacher assistant to the
preschool class, I assist the teacher
therapist in carrying out all aspects
of the individual education plan. I
work individually with the children,
participate in all planning sessions
for their daily activités, assist them
on and o ff the school bus, serve
snack and lunch, keep the room or
derly, and take the them to the bath
room, and change their clothes when

necessary.
Many people may think “what is
so exciting about changing the dia
per of one of my students or feeding
the children snack and lunch?” The
answer is simple, it is what one can
not see. It is not the act of changing
a child or feeding them snack or
lunch that is so rewarding, it is that
big smile on a child's face or their
sense of security. For example, the
start of my co-op was very challeng
ing not only because I was entering
a whole new environment, but I was
assigned to a new teacher of the pre
school class. Both the teacher and
assistant who had worked with the
preschool class last year had left.
Therefore, Lois, the teacher thera
pist, and I had to work together to
establish student rapport.
In the time that I have worked at
the Therapeutic School, I have been
able to assist Lois in organizing and
structuring the class. I have assisted
her with all planning lessons for the
children and all group activities
within the class. I have used my

th eo retica l k n ow led ge gain ed
through my studies at MSU and ap
plied it to the classroom.
1have also established a close re
lationship with all of the students.
For exam ple, one child nam ed
“Marie” had difficulty adjusting not
only to getting back to the routine of
school, but also to the faces of new
teachers . I can remember the count
less days that she would not walk
with me into school when I would
take her off the school bus. She
would throw herself on the ground
and scream as loud as she could
until someone else would come and
carry her in. That was not the end of
it either. In the classroom, she would
throw toys and chairs around the
room, climb on the furniture, hit,
bite, spit at students and teachers,
and she would not sit for any group
activities. She would do literally any
thing to receive attention.
It took some time, but I have been
able to gain Marie's trust and her
com plete attention. Now in the
mornings, she runs to me and greets

M EDIA AND THE LA Wi the
lessons learned from O.J.
by Nancy Thompson
What makes a case the “TVial of the
Century?” Those of us who attended
the special event, MEDIA A N D THE
LAW, at Dickson Hall last Monday
night were treated to insights from
Raymond Brown, Esq., a trial attor
ney, and Dr. Paul Thaler, the Direc
tor of the Journalism and Media pro
gram at Mercy College.
The event, jointly sponsored by
both the Broadcasting and Legal
Studies Departments at MSU, was
moderated by Sandra King, Senior
Correspondent of New Jersey Net
work News and the Senior Producer
of NJN's Due Process.
At the top of the evening. The
Harry Balfe II Senior awards were be
stowed upon Lisa Lombardo and
Vered Adoni by Murray L. Cole, the
Chairman of the Board o f the MSU
Alumni Association. Federal Bar As
sociation Members Anna Navotta,
Esq., and Moses Apsan, Esq. were in
attendance as gavels were presented
to Sandra King, Raymond M. Brown,
Esq., Dr. Paul Thaler and J eff Fried
man, head o f NJN’s Special Projects
program.
The evening’s format was infor
mally structured with audience par
ticipation encouraged. Ms. King
asked Mr. Brown to initiate the dis
cussion concerning whether or not

cameras should be allowed in the
courtroom.
Mr. Brown, a proponent of cam
eras opened by referring to the O.J.
Simpson trial as a benchmark case.
Telling the audience that OJ’s trial
generated 50,000 pages o f tran
script, 900 pieces of evidence 11 de
fense attorneys, 9 prosecution attor
neys and 126 witnesses. There were
at least 1,000 press people with
credentials,and 900 phone lines. All
this ran up a cost of more than 10
million dollars.
Dr. Thaler, who disagrees with the
decision to place TV cameras in the
courtroom, claims that TV cameras
trivialize the courtroom. “The court
room is affected by it, the legal sys
tem is affected by it, and we are af
fected by it,” he said. “Marcia Clark
became a media star, making the line
blurry between trial and entertain
ment, which is dangerous.”
Brown countered by saying that
Dr. Thaler’s analysis was “the O.J.
trial was the “THal of the Century"
not because the camera was there,
but "because it concerned an inter
racial marriage and domestic vio
lence."
Dr. Thaler contends that this leads
to m aking the news “consum er
driven. News division will ask ‘what
news do you want to see?’ The things

we televise are not the more mun
dane cases we could learn from."
When Mr. Brown objected to his as
sertion, Dr. Thaler replied that “If we
really want to put trials into the
media context, this would follow as
a logical conclusion.”
During the question and answer
session with the audience. Dr. Thom
Gencarelli of the Broadcasting De
partment posed the question with
reference to Brown’s remark on elit
ism and his position regarding the
Lovinger theory of the reflective ver
sus projective phenomena of televi
sion. ‘That TV doesn’t so much re
flect what we think as project what
we ought to think. I'm not so sure
there’s any measurable way we can
determine what we get out of TV."
Mr. Brown responded by referring
to an earlier remark made by Dr.
Thaler that the public ignored cosmically important events during the
OJ trial. “Not having our eye on the
ball started long before court TV. It’s
just easier to blame TV for it.”
The successful MEDIA AND THE
LAW was also sponsored by Phi A l
pha Delta Law Fraternity, AERho Na
tional Broadcasting Fraternity, the
Federal Bar Association-NJ Chapter,
Theta XI Fraternity and the Mont
clair State University Alumni Asso
ciation.

me with a big smile and hug. She
now will sit for group activities and
is fairly compliant.
It has been through my partici
pation in the cooperative education
that I gained confidence in myself
and in my work. When I first started
working I was quite nervous. Now I
feel at ease and am able to work dili
gently. I have learned to be patient,
loving, and very communicative. I
have a learned a great deal about
children with special needs, autism,
attention-deficit, and speech prob
lems that I would not have learned
in class.
I have also learned a great deal
about myself and my level of pa
tience. I never imagined myself in a
teaching position, working with chil
dren who have special needs. I now
can relate to and love all children.
Cooperative education has opened
my mind to so many possibilities in
the field of special education. Each
day with the children is a new be
ginning and a wonderful learning ex
perience.

continued from page 7
express ourselves." She contended
that gender is subjective and that
much of what constitutes gender,
"is in the eye o f the beholder.”
Based on the research which she
had done for h er new b ook ,
Feinberg was able to cite examples
of transgender in other culture. In
m an y o f th ese c u ltu res, the
transgendered individuals were
honored, because they did not fall
within the boundaries of only male
or female. 'These may all seem like
abstract facts, but not if you’re
transgendered ...Unearthing your
own history is in and of itself an
act o f resistance.”
She observed that the current
period makes it possible to change
how people refer to transgendered
individuals. In the book jackets for
Feinberg’s newest novel, her pub
lisher agreed to use the term “s/
he” and “hir." “Assumptions people
have about me when they see my
picture will be shattered when they
read the pronoun.”
Challenging definitions and ste
reotypes which can be “so archaic
and self-limiting” seemed to be the
theme of Feinberg’s social and po
litical message. She explained that
by discussion, wc “allow people to
open up and be who they really
are. It will have an effect on soci
ety just the way black liberation,
women’s liberat ion, or gay and les
bian liberation did.”
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by Ann Margaret Kane
Many students and faculty jogged
over to the Heath Fair, held last
Wednesday, April 10. Located in the
Student Center Ballrooms A & B
from 9 3 p.m., as part of Wellness
Week, The Health Fair hosted a va
r ie ty o f ven d o rs ran gin g from
A lco h o licsA n o n ym o u s(A A )to T h e
American Cancer Society (ACS)
from which health hungry students,
faculty and passersby could get in
formation and health screenings.
Questions about smoking? The
American Cancer Society had many
booths informing people about the
health risks associated with smok
ing, second hand smoke, and chew
ing tobacco.
H ie American Psychiatric Associa
tion had information on topics such

as depression, eating disorders,
anxiety and stress. Just in time to
help students cope with added stress
from end of the semester papers and
projects.
Local hospitals like Barnert in
Paterson and Mountainside in Mont
clair checked students’ blood glucose
(diabetes test) and ch o lestero l
screening. Many people took advan
tage of the cholesterol screening,
with results given within three m in
utes.
The Hepatitis Foundation was on
hand to talk about this often un
known, yet prevalent virus. Hepati
tis, immllamation of the liver, exists
in three forms: A, B and C, and can
be spread through contaminated wa
ter, food or sexual intercourse (to
name a few forms of transmission).

This virus, although not "hot” in the
media, is more common and can be
as deadly as AIDS.
AIDS has played a big part in
Wellness Week, as well as at the
Health Fair. Hospice Care and the
NJ Buddies, who are professionally
trained facilitators assisting people
with AIDS and HIV were some of the
AIDS groups offering information at
the fair.
In addition to outside health or
ganizations, Montclair State Univer
sity had vendors representing the
various on-campus organizations.
The Women’s Health Center, Exercise
Science Department, Health Center,
Nutrition (Home Economics Depart
ment) and the Drop In Center had
displays at the fair.
The Exercise Science Department

by Rita Bronnenkant
Welcome the w o rld ’s biggest
online program for girls! That’s
what it says at http://gnn.com/
daughters/events.html, a WWW
project of Global Network Naviga
tor and the MS. Foundation. Mon
day, April 25th is Take Our Daugh
ters to Work Day.
Hopefully some o f the MSU fac
ulty and staff will be bringing their
daughters to campus to view life
in
academ ia. A new site,
WWWomen, has a search engine
devoted to women and women’s
issues.
C heck it o u t at http://
www.wwwomen.com/. I enjoyed
th e ir fea tu res on su ccessfu l
w om en , p a rtic u la rly B onnie
Tempesta, owner o f La Tempesta
Bakery Confections in San Fran
cisco. Bonnie is obviously a woman
with a sense of whimsy. For all who
are interested,her e-mail address
is biscotti@wwwom en.com . Her
original confectionery creation was
from her aunt’s biscotti recipe.
Bonnie’s financial success has led
her to start the Teens Inspiration
Foundation.
How would you like to volunteer
in a very needy place this summer?
Like where? How about Central
America? The Central America Volunteer Guide can be found at
http://www.urban.net/
wwwanderer/Volguide /
WWWvolhome.html. It’s a helpwanted listing for volunteer posi
tions with small humanitarian and
environmental organizations in
that part of the globe. Nothing in

life makes you feel more satisfied
that putting your time and talents
to good use. Make a difference...in
your life and someone else’s.
Are you k eep in g up w ith the
news? Or did you just learn that the
Feds have a major suspect in the
Unabomber case? Intelligent N et
work Concepts, Inc. is offering FREE
daily news subscriptions via email.
Entitled the Daily Brief, it's a two
or three page news summary sent
out by email every weekday morn
ing.
Just
send
em ail
to:
incinc@tiac.net. Leave the subject
line blank and in the message write:
subscribe db. Now you will be in
formed instead of clueless!
When’s the last time you washed
your money? Only when you left it
in your jeans’ pocket? Well, some
people launder their money regu
larly. The MoneyLaundering Alert is
at http://wahoo.netrunner.net/
-alert/. Thanks to drug trafficking
and organized crime, this has be
come a major problem in the U.S.
See how it affects you.
There are all kinds of scam s
around. Only the truly naive believe
the internet to be pure and untar
nished. I recently came across an an
nouncement for a website advertis
ing “Make Big $ Right Away!” Sure.
Email them and they will snail-mail
you a flo p p y diskette, “free
moneymaking software" with all the
details. They proclaimed that in a few
weeks they will be selling this disk
for $35. The website even has a
graph ic
w ith
on-fire
U.S.
currency,proclaiming that, “You’ll
have money to burn."

My curiosity got the better of
me. Make that investigative jo u r
nalism. I emailed, sending them
a post office box address, rather
than my real home address. I re
ceived an email response asking
me to send “a measly $5" to cover
the postage/handling costs. This
is no longer a "free disk.” Now, I
am willing to bet that whatever is
on this disk is not worth five
cents, never mind five bucks. Is it
worth $5 for me to verify this
notion?Amy readers dying to part
with $5? Email me (bronnenkantr
on Alpha) and I will send you the
URL. 1 refuse to include it here
and publicize this probable rip-off.
Of course, like they say about the
New York lottery, “Hey! Ya never
know!” And that is exactly the at
titude this outfit is hoping you will
have!
An incident of copyright in 
fringement fell right into my lap
the other day. I subscribe to a
mailing list called Net-Happen
ings, sponsored by, of all groups,
the Internic Registry S ervice.
Those are the folks responsible for
issuing internet domain names.
An email from “nethappenings”
with an unusual address a p 
peared in my email. The return
was ©lostvegas.com. It was a very
poor imitation of the real Net-Hap
penings list. I forwarded it to my
email pal, Gleason Sackm an,
manager for the real NH list. I
have not received any m ore
postings from @lostvegas, so I
guess they saw the error o f their
ways.
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had numerous activities ranging
from flexibility tests to exercise
p re s c rip tio n s : one w as e x 
hausted upon leaving the booth.
Fat was the theme for the Nu
trition table. Various foods such
as McDonald's apple pie and lowfat milk were displayed along
with test tubes of fat contained
in each food. One look at the test
tubes of fat in McDonald’s food
products would cause a fast food
fanatic to forgo the fat laden
foods and make healthy choices
for their next meal.
Now that students know a
little bit more about the health
facilities on and off campus that
im prove physical and mental
well-being, maybe finals this se
mester will be a breeze.

Lam bda Theta Alpha:
Founder’s Week - April 22nd to

Sigma Psi Phi:
volunteering at youth consulta
tion service
Greek Council:
rollerblade-a-thon on April
24th, 11 -3p.m. in S.C. quad.

Greek Week all next week!!!
Buy Greek Week t-shirts!!
. .. .

...................................

w m s c is givnsig
awaY “TReasuRe
□ u e s T ,” aN iN T e R a o
t i v e C D - R o m P U 2 2 L.B

fciR P O W iN ria w s
w hich is acTuai_i_Y a
c a N t e s t awaRriiNg
The f IRSt PBRSQN Ta
CORRECTLY s a u v e i t
fa R d n b m iLuiaN
claLLaR s. T a w in a
c o p y , uistfiN T a ^a .a
w m s c duRiNg fhB
riaY aNri N ig h t Ta
p a s s ib u Y wiN a
copy!
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Spring W eek 1996
E v e n th o u g h th e a n t ic ip a t e d

Twister Tournament:Don't
Screw, Just Twist! w a s s a d ly
c a n c e lle d d u e to in c le m e n t
w e a th e r , it d i d n ’ t s to p stu 
d e n ts f r o m e n j o y i n g S p r in g
W e e k 1 9 9 6 . C a s in o N i g h t o n
M o n d a y a n d th e C o m e d y
S h o w o n T u e s d a y k ic k e d o f f
th e w e e k ’ s p la n n e d e v e n t s .
"H
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A s y o u c a n s e e , a g o o d t im e
w a s h a d b y a ll!

Students enjoying a card g a m e at C asino Night
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Comedian J.B. Smoove performing at
C.L.U.B. sponsored Com edy Night

JArts

'Entertainment

Thursday, April 18, 1996

A m agically juicy tale, James and the Giant Peach
by John Springman
How do you film a movie in which
most of the action takes place in or
on a colossal fruit and most of the
main ch aracters are in sects? If
you ’re director Henry Selick (The
Nightmare Before Christmas), you
combine stop-m otion animation,
computer-generated im agery and
stylized live-action sequences. Call
in Randy Newman (Toy Story) to con
tribute some bouncy tunes and add
a few c e le b rity voices (Richard
Dreyfuss, Susan Sarandon) to por
tray your characters. The result is
an imperfect but ultimately pleasing
children’s fantasy, James and the
Giant Peach. Most children and more
than a few adults will be carried
away by the magic of this tale.
James and the G iant Peach is
based on the book by Roald Dahl,
perhaps best known for Charlie and
the Chocolate Factory. The story be
gins with James (Paul Terry) spend
ing an idyllic time with his too-goodto-be-true parents. His father makes

James surveys the ocean with Centipede (right) and the Grasshpper with
his monocole. ©The Walt Disney Company. All Rights Reserved.
a promise to take James to a place
where dreams come true - New York
City, of all places. As usually hap
pens in such a story, the wonderful
parents are snuffed out by a black
rhino and the orphaned James is
sent to live with his horrid relatives.

Aunt Sponge (Miriam Margolyes) and
Aunt Spiker (Joanna Lumley) com
bine the worst qualities of Roseanne,
Tammy Faye Baker and your aver
age prison warden.
James seems condemned to a life
of misery until he meets and old man

James and the G ia n t Peach continued

on page 15
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The Ditchdigger’s
byJod lK astel
On March 28th, the Women Students’ Organi
zation welcomed Dr. Yvonne Thornton, author of
The Ditchdigger’s Daughters, as part of their an
niversary reception. The reception marked the
group’s first year as a Class III organization, and
the second anniversary of the group’s creation.
WSO President Christine DiChristina delivered
the welcoming address to the thirty-or-so mem
bers of the audience as Dr. Thornton regained
her composure after her harrowing trip through
the MSU parking lots.
Dr. Thornton is the director of The Perinatal
Diagnostic Testing Center at Morristown Memo
rial Hospital, and is an associate physician at
Rockefeller University Hospital. She was the first
black woman doctor to specialize in perinatal
(high risk births) obstetrics. After receiving her
undergraduate degree at Monmouth College (now
University), Dr. Thornton applied and was ac
cepted to the prestigious Columbia College of
Physicians and Surgeons. Dr. Thornton credits
all of her success to her parents, who stressed
education above all else.
Both her mother and father had very little edu
cation. Her father was everything from a garbage
man to a ditchdigger just so that he could pro
vide a good life for his family. Dr. Thornton’s
mother worked in sweatshops and scrubbed floors
to help make ends m eet. Donald and Tass
Thornton weren’t content with their five natural
daughters, so they decided to adopt another, in
stilling their excellent work ethic and strong drive
for success in all six girls.

(Pete Postlewaithe) who offers him a
handful of small magical green items
- no, not amphetamines, crocodile
tongues. The crocodile tongues are
accidentally dropped at the base of
a barren peach tree, which soon
sprouts a magical peach twenty feet
in diameter. James finds a tunnel
into the peach and is transformed
from a live boy into a stop-action fig
ure. He meets several insects who
have also been m agically trans
formed, and when the peach is cut
away from the tree, an exciting transAtlantic journey begins.
Jam es’ new family consists of an
aristocratic English Grasshopper;
Miss Spider (Sarandon), a Russian
femme fatale; a matronly but tough
Ladybug; a streetwise Brooklyn Cen
tip ed e (Dreyfuss); a pessim istic
Earthworm; and a luminous Glow
worm. The characters are all fun,
and the animators have done awonderful job of giving them both hu-

Donald told his girls, “I love you better than I
love life. But I’m not always gonna be around to
look after you, and no man’s gonna come along
and offer to take care of you because you ain't
light-skinned. That’s why you gotta be able to look
after yourselves. And for that you gotta be smart."
To further round out their educations, the
Thorntons’ bought the girls music lessons, which
eventually spawned their group The Thornton
Sisters Band, and later. The Thomettes.

The Ditchdigger’s
Daughters is a
m em oir o f Dr.
Thornton’s incred
ible family and
inspiring rise to
success.
The girls played together for nearly twenty
years, balancing school and music while carving
out a name for themselves. In 1959 the Thornton
Sisters appeared on the televised Ted Mack's
Original Amateur Hour at Radio City Music Hall.
Dr. Thornton showed the audience the videotape
of their performance during her lecture.
The Thornton sisters, Yvonne, Linda, Donna,

Jeanette, and Rita were accompanied by Mrs.
Thornton on stage. After that gig, they continued
to play at colleges, and eventually performed at
the Apollo Theater, winning the amateur compe
tition for six weeks straight.
Though they w ere making a considerable
amount of money and were offered lucrative con
tracts, Mr. Thornton stressed school and educa
tion, ripping up contracts that posed a threat to
the dream he had chiseled out for his bright
daughters.
In 1968, Dr. Thornton applied to 13 medical
schools, and was accepted at every one. After a
few other interviews she decided that Columbia
College of Physicians and Surgeons (P&S) was the
right place for her to make her mark.
Multiple conflicts and learning experiences
peppered her P & S career, proving, once again,
Yvonne Thornton was a winner, and could handle
any type of pressure placed on her. Her photo
graphic memory, tenacity, and general intelligence
gave her the tools to make her dreams come true.
When times would get tough and the days never
seemed to have enough hours, Mr. Thornton
wopld remind her, "Cookie, you don’t find time,
you make time.”
Mr. Donald Thornton passed away in 1983,
preceded by his wife, Tass, in 1977. Their love
and support yielded not just happy, healthy, in
telligent daughters, but two doctors, a dentist, a
lawyer, a nurse, and a court stenographer.
The Ditchdigger’s Daughters is a memoir of Dr.
Thornton’s determined family and then inspiring
The Ditchdigger’s Daughter continued on page 15
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Greta: R ou gh and Punky to S lo w and Pointless
The follow ing tracks are com 
pletely unpredictable. They range
from rough and punky to slow and
pointless. The sixth track, “Charade”
represents the rest of the songs
pretty well. The beginning is real
commercial and pop-like, then it
moves into a heavier bass oriented
chorus section before eventually re
treating into a slow m elancholy
verse.
It's difficult to describe Greta, or
to put a label on them. Like so many
other bands today, there are several
different influences that are blatantly
obvious. In comparing them to mod
ern bands, I can see similarities to
Sponge or Filter. Maybe a happy me
dium between the two.
The last four tracks are similar to
a lot of late Beatles stuff. I hope they
stick to the heavier stuff, it seems to
work better for them. If it means
doing more commercial type music,
then that’s the way it should go. The
only stuff of theirs that gets time on
the radio, is the heavier stuff. That's
their m arket, they should leave
slower stuff to bands who can do it
better.

of St

by Chris Bernardo
The 1995 Greta release, This is
Greta, contains the perfect mixture
of current punky guitar lines, with
lazy underlining bass lines. The first
two tracks are boring, but they are
not representative of the rest of the
tracks. The third track, “Cal Cool,”
is a commercial hit and can be heard
a great deal on 104.3 F'.M. It's pretty
strong. It has a corny chorus sec
tion, which actually sounds cool.
The fifth track, called "Anomaly”
really kicks ass. It can also be heard
on the radio from time to time. It’s
one of those “get fired up” type of
tunes. The guitars are strong, along
with a powerful rhythm section. This
stuff sounds like heavy metal for a
little while, then comes back to its
senses and straightens out.
This track is comparable to a
B u sh -like tu n e, w h atever th a t
means. The verses and chorus sec
tions are similar to stuff reserved for
the British quasi-punk scene—slow
and lazy verses, w ith loud and ram 
b u n ctiou s
c h o ru s
sectio n s.
“Anomaly" is probably the best o f all
the tracks.

Greta from left to right: Scott, Cameghi, Paul Plagens, Josh Gordon, Kyle Baer

Fun To Be Had Around
And About Campus...
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Thursday, April 18

Art Forum presents:
Maira Kalman, Illustrator
primarily
for children’s books.
Calcia Hall, rm, 135 at 3 p.m.
Friday, April 19

Write for the Arts! Call
Victoria at x5169.
MAINSTAGE THEATRE SERIES
Department of Broadcasting, Speech Communication, Dance and Theatre

-presents-

Lanford Wilson's

FIFTH OF JULY
April 11,12, 13, 18, 19, 20 at 8pm
April 14 & 19 at 2pm
M em orial

A u d ito riu m

Faculty-Student Poetry Reading
featuring Prof. Carole Stone &
Josh Humphrey at
The Montclair Book Center
231 Glenridge Ave., Montclair.
7:30 p.m.
Saturday, April 20
Spring Fling Band Jam Party
North Jersey Athletic Club
1275 Bloomfield Ave. Fairfield
1 p.m. - 2 a.m. Call 882-1946
for information.
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Wednesday, April 24
OSAU presents:
Our Annual Kolor Explosion
at 7 p.m. in Student Center
Ballrooms A & B. $3 MSU $4 all others.

Sunday, April 21
An opera workshop
with directors James Wilson &
David Reeves. McEachern Hall
at 8 p.m.
Confused, Stupid, Stoned, Tripping?
Need More Information? Call Victoria &
Erin at x5169.

Question o f the Week:

Call (201)655-5112 for reservations
Where does the Tidy Bowl M an go when you flush?
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Monday, April 22
Submit your artwork to
Art & Noise.
a unique exhibit and contest
sponsored by
Amnesty International. Call George
at 655-0734
(off-campus) for information.
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James and the Giant Peach continued from page 13

h& r
by Victoria Cables
TWo weeks ago I was blessed with strep throat.
This week I have a sinus infection. 1am not well.
I can most likely be found slumbering-24/7. No
siesta for this chickie. Slowly, I am transforming
into a vampire. I rarely see the light of day.
Why have I dragged my exhausted, weary, achy,
feverish body into this office? I don't know. Dedi
cation? Devotion? Desire? Perhaps stupidity is
the answer. Last week, when I should have been
resting, 1was here writing mean reviews and lay
ing out a controversial article. An article that
brought me a severe finger-wagging from the ex
ecutive board at Monday's meeting-too contro
versial? No, too long. They always find something
wrong with the Arts section. Maybe it’s not the
section that’s flawed but their perceptions.
So, I've been reprimanded. This does not help
my health. It’s true 1 celebrated my friend Joy's
birthday pretty hard last Friday, but that's not
the reason I spent the entire weekend in bed. I
only had two shots of Tequila, several beers, a
few tokes, and some congruous conversation. I’m
well past the three-day hangover age. I can hold
my own, most of the time.
Right now, however, is not that time. I am con
gested. I cough. I sneeze. Several people have
asked me ‘W hy are you still here?” I’m waiting
for my prescriptions. Wfon’t you come with me
now, for a walk through our beautiful Stupid, oh
excuse me. Student Center. We’re venturingout
side jthe Montclarion óTide past J- fciS. where'Play- *
ers áre creating a set for their next play. We con
tinue along the frosted windows, concealing the
great powers of our SGA President, Francois
Dauder. Now, we re inside the SGA office. My drugs
are here. I'm so fortunate. Alas, I must make a
stop at the beloved ATM. Not one of my fondest
friends lately. Thirteen dollars for two amber col
ored bottles containing Entex La Tablets and
THmeth/Sulfa DS, which are huge white horse
pills.
Well, I’m sure you're all thrilled to hear about
my latest malady, but my brain feels like Jell-O. I
can’t think, speak, or write that well. And it’s
Spring Week, too-how tragic. I’m going to miss
the drive-in, (not that 1 haven’t seen Pulp Fiction
enough times to make me vomit). I'm stopping
now. I'm too damn cranky to be here.
Hopefully, next week I’ll be feeling better. No, I
haven’t voted in the SGA elections yet. But please
don’t shove your non-recycled flyers into my face
(how rude!), I know whom I am voting for. There’s
less than a month left before graduation, but I
am feeling most disheartened. I heard today that
Father Art is not speaking at my graduation. It’s
not enough that I am already sick. Now, I am up
set, too. Without Father Art, there is no reason to
walk. I wish I was in better health, so I could do
something about this nonsense. That’s all for now.
Until next week, have fun. See ya.
PS. For those of you who don’t know, there are
only two issues of the Montclarion left. Since I
am graduating, I decided on a full page and pic
ture for my column, but I was denied my request.
I think this is unfair. If you agree, please let your
opinion be known. E-mail, telephone, write a let
ter, do something-this is your last chance to sup
port me! Thanks.

man and insect characteristics. The Grasshop
per has a powerful m andible and a stately
monocle, and the Centipede has many legs and
wears a Bowery Boys-type cap. It’s actually mov
ing to see how they learn to stick together and
become a family, and it's fun to watch them per
form the Randy Newman tunes, especially the
zesty “That’s The Life.” The highlights of James
and The Giant Peach are all in this trans-Atlantic
sequence in which these friends come together.
The live action sequences, which comprise the
first third and the last ten minutes or so o f the
film, aren’t as strong. The evil aunts are over
done; I was rooting for James to pull a Menendez
on them, which tended to distract from the fan
tasy in progress. They are not a welcome sight in
the crowd scene in New York at the climax. In
fact this whole sequence came across as very

corny, as a kindly policeman and assorted New
York moppets go to James' aid after his peach
lands on the Empire State Building, and his aunts
attempt to reclaim him. The ending is suitably
happy as James gets to live in the peach pit in
Central Park, but they should have cut his sappy
speech to the crowd.
However, the middle section of the film is a
wonderful, childlike fantasy in which it’s possible
for a flock of Seagulls to fly a giant peach across
the -ocean, and $ boy ahd his insect friends can
band together to fight undersea pirates and a gi
ant mechanical shark. James and the Giant Peach
isn’t as streamlined and efficient as last year's
Toy Story, but at its best it’s a more magical ex
perience, capable of putting the child back in you.
This imperfect but ripe and juicy Peach earns an
“A-.”

Asst. Arts Editor needed for the
Fall ’96 semester. Come to
the Montclarion elections on Monday,
April 22, at 4:30 p.m. Student Center
Annex, rm. 113 or call x5169.
The Ditchdigger’s Daughter continued from page 13
rise to success. Though it's the story of a black family, it’s universal to any culture, for anyone who
has a dream and the drive to achieve it. Mr. Thornton’s simple idioms are true and honest. I was
inspired by Dr. Yvonne Thornton’s life, inspired enough to buy her book.
Though it took 18 years to finally get this book published, it is now in its second printing, and
receiving wide recognition throughout the country. It was named 'The Best Book for Young Adults"
in 1996, and will be made into a movie on The Family Channel.
Dr. Thornton closed her lecture by reminding us that “literature is the most powerful tool we
have”-whether it is read or written. She sang Bette Midler’s "Wind Beneath My Wings” as a tribute
to her parents for all o f their love and support.
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A lo n s o ’s thinking on planet
discovery called “ sadly typical”
Nelson Alonso's article regarding the discov
ery of two new planets orbiting Sun-like stars
is sadly typical of the type of thinking these
days that passes for objective commentary.
While I admire Mr. Alonso's faith I must, in all
fairness, point out several facts that the writer
conveniently blurred, ignored, or blindly stated
without corresponding documentation or evi
dence.
To begin with, the writer’s disdain of evolu
tion puts him squarely in camp with creation
science, where he is welcome to stay. Evolu
tion is a fact, supported by overwhelming fos
sil and empirical evidence. Creationism on the
other hand, is based on a book of historical
writings that preclude the time frame in which
life could have evolved.
O f course, we can bury our heads in the
muck o f ignorance and ignore the facts as they
presently stand, or we can step forward and
embrace with courage the gifts of science. The
universe has been steadily expanding for close
to fifteen billion years. Carbon and zircon dat
ing reveal the Earth's age to be 4.5 billion years
old. And the fossil record, the most obvious
and incontrovertible example of the creation
ists' specious arguments, extends back more
than 3.5 billion years. I'm afraid, Mr. Alonso,
that the earth has been spinning through space
far longer than the myth would suggest.
The writer also belittles the spontaneous
generation of life by commenting that it oc-

curs "...given the combination o f a little liquid
water and a few essential elements.” I assume
he is referring to the experiment first performed
in the 1950’s by Stanley Miller, in which a mix
ture of primitive gasses and water were sparked
in a glass flask to simulate the early atmosphere
of the earth. The results were profound: after a
few hours, the interior of the flask became
coated with a rich variety of complex organic
molecules - the foundation of life - hardly the
type o f science to be cast aside as irrelevant.
Finally, the writer purports that there are
"...forty-six planetary, stellar, and galactic char
acteristics that must be fine-tuned for any con
ceivable kind of life to exist on a planet." Re
ally, sir, this is the kind of obscurantist rant
unworthy of a university writer. Forty-six? How
was this number reached? And who or what
was its source? And what was the meaning of
“fined tuned?”
In closing, let me quote Theophrastus, a
writer who lived during the founding of the Li
brary of Alexandria. “Superstition (is) coward
ice in the face of the divine.” Those who wish to
turn their backs on the sublime and powerful
possibility that other planets are bursting with
life may indeed find comfort in a universe cen
tered on Earth. However, I prefer to embrace
the wonder of a night sky brimming with the
light of intelligence.
Eric R. Fox
Graduate Student, English

Flaws fo u n d in Navetta’s Utopia:

dy limited

,

kand losers
s

Could it be that Frank Fleischman Ill’s letter the demand of all the baseball fans in the most
last week had an effect on Jean-Marie Navetta? I populated and rich area of the country not ad
suspect not, her Utopian dream is probably not a equate?
It seems that Navetta’s Utopia is one where a
socialist version, but still her dream of perfection
in laws, government and social conditions is laud limited skill is exercised and people run around
able. Unfortunately baseball may indeed be the in circles - diamonds. It’s a world where the big
closest thing America has to a Utopia at the mo gest hitters and fastest throwers are the winners,
and there always has to be a winner. The losers,
ment.
Perhaps though there are some flaws in the it seems, are the ordinary people, the fans who
baseball analogy that Navetta has drawn. Remem feed the greed, the ones sitting in the snow.
ber the strike? Does Navetta really support orga Navetta's Utopia is for chosen talents only; the
nized labor? Not very conservative. Is the with ones she chooses - the rest are disregarded.
Now cricket would be a game that aspires to a
drawal of labor by a group of very well paid indi
viduals in the greedy pursuit of even more money, Utopian ideal. It even stems from the same coun
try that these Utopian ideals came from. A cul
a Utopian concept?
Maybe the owners are a better conservative tured and culturally diverse game. A game of skill,
example. You strike, we’ll sack you. That’s more finesse, tactics, gentle behavior, respect and fair
like it. Replace these people who got there on merit play. A game that is played for its own sake not
with less talented people who will do the job for just for money or to win. You can play for five
less. Less skilled, yes, but will the public put up days and still not get a result. This is not a de
with it eventually if (here is nothing else right? traction however, as it is the taking part that is
Wc have control of the team franchises it's our as important as the victory. (Ashes matches ex
monopoly. That's much better - market forces cepted). A pastime where you can succeed by tal
ent and hard work but also take part for fun. A
rule.
But wait, what’s that you say Mr. Mayor? New game that takes breaks for drinks, lunch and tea,
York City has to build a new stadium for the Yan not for advertisements. A far better Utopia than
kees? I thought this was a free market. Surely we baseball. You can even get snow as late as May
don't want government and political .influences 15. So there.
Matthew Connolly
in a free market. Can’t the owners build their own
Technology
stadium? Aren't they making enough money? Is
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ELECTION
Once again, the SGA has proved incafeble of
candidates incapable of a clean campaign W h a t’s
informed of their failure, they refused to rorrect it
ers to vote,
}
Candidates were observed campaigninj too clos
voting area, and distributing campaign 1erature
from at least one campaign were seated it the ]
election supervisor campaigned for a candidate
flagrant violations of the election laws, w y wasn
Apparently - in true SGA form - they j st coul
too much trouble, and God knows, those )usy lej
Sure, one explanation is that there wer< too mi
could take weeks. But what they don’t ret ize is tl
and fair election. Any violation of any of. le rule:
any other way.
If the legislators won’t invalidate an ele ion, th<
group of people that does not truly reflect le choii
candidates sit atop a half-million dollar i lendinj
SGA legislators don’t care enough to ens< e that
spending are legitimately elected.
Serious electoral misconduct tainted la t year’s
the votes that may have altered the outef ne of tl
nonetheless. This, along with the events < yester
islators a sense of urgency and zeal for a lean el
Given the lack of resolve in the legislators yestt
tion malfeasance occurs next year. The S(k coulc
it stands for fair and honest elections, light nc
rules you want, who cares?”
Yesterday w as the perfect opportunity r the i
SGA had voided the election, campaigners night 1
cannot win by breaking the rules. The »GA cc
fairness and thereby have displayed prop r resp<
they again showed that the elections are rookec
that they couldn’t care less about their di y to th
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: t I T O R I A L
S ta te o f th e W o r ld
by Tom Tracy

d incatble of running an honest election, and the
npaigrt What’s worse, when the SG A legislators were
¡ed to ffirrect it. And they wonder why nobody bothaignin too close to the voting booth, loitering in the
>aign II erature in restricted areas. Representatives
seated at the polls, and a supposedly independent
r a ca ididate while working the polls. With such
iws, w y wasn’t the election nullified?
theyj st couldn’t be bothered. It would have been
those )usy legislators just couldn’t spare the time,
e wer too many violations, and sorting them out
*n t re< ize is that the basis for their power is a clean
my of. ie rules invalidates that election. It can’t be
an ele ion, they are complicit in bringing to power a
eflecl ie choice of the electorate. And those elected
lollar j lending machine. It’s your money, and the
o ensi re that those having the most power over its
ited la t years election. There w as a discrepancy in
outct ne of the election. The election was upheld,
rents ( yesterday, should have imparted to the legfor a lean election. But it did not.
gislatc s yesterday, don’t be surprised if more elecThe SC \ could have sent a clear message about how
>ns
feht n(>w the message reads: “Break all the
mity r the SGA to redeem itself. If this time the
ignera night have learned once and for all that they
The aGA could have set a strong precedent for
1prop r respect for the student body. But instead
s arc rooked, by design or by incompetence, and
eir dif\ to their fellow students.

There has been a lot o f concern lately about
the proposed tuition increase for next year which
was announced last week. The proposed increase
is approximately 8.9 percent for undergraduate
students and will amount to an increase of $304
for commuter students and $497 for residents.
There are several reasons for these increases, and
we, as the student body must be careful not to
shoot the messenger, and to look at the larger
picture.
TUition at MSU is the second major source of
revenue for the annual operation budget, the first
being the annual state appropriation. If the state
appropriation is adequate and covers the cost of
living increases, salary increases, and fringe ben
efits costs, then the tuition increase usually is
between 3 percent and 5 percent and does not
alarm the student body. However, if the state ap
propriation does not cover the above mentioned
costs, then we the students are responsible for
carrying a larger part of the financial burden. If
we do not, then we risk having the university
reduce its services. If you feel that the university
is providing inadequate services as it is, imagine
what would happen if they chose the latter op
tion above.
Since the fiscal year 1990, the salary cost,
which is negotiated by the state on behalf of the
university, is $17,644,000 including the proposed
cost for 1997. The state reimbursement for these
costs since 1990 is $9,232,000 including a whop
ping zero total for 1997. This means that the
university has had to absorb almost half o f the
salary cost. In years past, the amount o f support
from the state has varied, and often times the
university is not even certain about how much
support it will receive until a day or two before
the beginning of the fiscal year. Even so, the uni
versity has attempted to hold tuition increases
to a minimum. Compared to the other state
schools, MSU has been able to do this effectively.
The university has been absorbing the cost of
limited state appropriations for so long that now
we are faced with a huge tuition increase. Per
haps a better plan would be to plan ahead as the
Board o f Trustees for Rowan College recently did
when they passed a resolution that will increase
tuition 10 percent per year over the next three

D oes an yb od y out
th e re r e a lly c a re ?
years. Are you upset by that? Arc you thinking
that it could never happen here because we have
such great organizational power to protest such
measures? Don't, because the President has re
quested a study of tuition at MSU to gather up
recommendations for the fiscal year 1998 that
will position the school in a better financial state
for the years to come. Sounds like a fixed tuition
hike to me.
I think the arguments above show that the tu
ition increase may be justified. The problem that
I have however, is with the method and areas
where the increases occur. The increase that
sticks out the most in my mind is the parking
decal increase of $10. The explanation is that this
will pay for improved security measures in the
parking lots, but will it make it easier to park?
Am I supposed to feel safer because there will be
a camera watching me park 15 minutes from cam
pus and wait 20 minutes for a shuttle bus?
A large sum of the increase comes from the
new Facilities Fee. My understanding o f this fee
is that it will pay off the debt on buildings that
were constructed before I came here and help pay
for buildings to be renovated and constructed af
ter I leave. I hope I get a thank-you card from the
class o f 2010. Eventually, this fee will increase
from $2.50 per student in the Fall of 1996 to $3.00
in summer 1997 to its final level (hopefully) of
$4.00 in summer 1998. The room and board in
creases are nominal and consistent with increases
in years past. Let’s ju st hope that they continue
to improve the quality o f the services they offer.
This tuition increase is inevitable. Still, I would
like to hear more vocal opposition from the stu
dent body. At least make the administration think
that we care. The attendance of 15 students at a
Board o f Thjstees meeting does not constitute a
protest. Write the Governor. Write your senator.
Write your congressman. Write your mother. Write
someone. If Governor Whitman is threatened with
the possibility of losing votes, then she may re
consider her budget-hacking. It is a long-shot,
but you never know unless you try. Great things
have been accomplished before by the students
of this campus when they have united for what
they believed in. I just question if there are enough
people out there who still care.

Montclarion Mailbag Letter Policy
Allsubmissions must be received by 3:00 p.m.
Monday. Letters must include the author’s
name, major, phone number, and social security
number. The last two items
be used for
verification purposes only. Please keep letters
to a length o f not more than two pages, double
spaced. Submissions may be edited for length
and!or libel.
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C o lle g e at
T h ir ty -s o m e th in g
by Angela Diadone
I have never been afraid to work. If the job
required getting dirty or if I had to spend hours
on my feet, that was okay. I realized at a young
age that I must work, and do whatever was nec
essary to make some money for the things I
want. And although it felt like I was trying to
get out of a financial sand trap with a five wood
many, many times, I can honestly look back and
say that I haven’t wanted for much.
With graduation only a few short weeks away.
I’ve begun the process of perusing the helpwanted ads and trying to redesign my resume.
And I always end up on my front porch in des
perate need of some air, attempting to compose
myself. I’m afraid of the interview. And I'm ter
rified to hand someone my resume. I feel as
though I need a separate piece of paper attached
to it so I can explain why I worked where I
worked and why it has taken me since 1974 to
finish college. How do I squeeze into one neat
page twenty years of custom er service jobs
(waitressing), social and psychological services
(bartending), and a host of other euphemistic
phrases that fit the countless jobs I’ve had
throughout the years? From my point of view,
they’ve been extremely valuable experiences that
have created a well-roundedness that a lifetime
9 to 5 job would not have provided for me. But
will I be able to convince a potential employer
of that?
Yqsjirs, ago, during a crazy lunch shift at a little
diner, one of my regular customers suggested I
speak to his friend who was looking for a new
salesperson in his company. “Get out of this
work,” he told me. After a little prodding, I called
and made an appointment for an interview. I
didn’t even know enough to find out what the
company’s product was, but I did wear my sheer
business hose and clear nail polish like Cosmo
politan told me to. The gentleman asked me why
I was there. (Funny, I was asking myself the
same thing). I don’t remember what I told him,
but after a few minutes of small talk, he asked

Every job is a
a
real job
yy

me to sell him something. I guess he wanted to
see what I could do. I quickly scanned the room
but saw nothing that I could even pretend to be
remotely enthusiastic about selling. I drew some
juice from the creative battery in my brain and
jump started this otherwise stalling interview. I
simply asked him if he had had his morning
coffee. He asked, “I beg your pardon?” I repeated
my question and added that a nice cup of coffee
would hit the spot with scrambled eggs, lightly
buttered rye toast, and fresh o.j. He agreed, and
I said, “Sold.” He was speechless. And I got the
job.
For such a long time while I worked in res
taurants I heard, “When are you going to get a
real job?" All jobs are real, don’t let anyone make
you feel otherwise. When I received an invita
tion to my high school reunion, I dreaded filling
out the questionnaire about what I was doing
those days. I wrote the word “sales” on the line
reserved for my occupation. I mailed the form
back and forgot about it until I walked into the
cocktail hour months later. As luck would have
it, the first guy to greet me had become a suc
cessful accountant with his own firm who asked
what firm I was with. I didn’t want to tell him
the truth and hear the sermon about getting a
real job again. Fortunately, this fellow was dis
tracted by Miss Prom Queen some sixty pounds
later. The miracle of shock value! I walked away
unnoticed, but couldn’t help but think that Miss
Prom Queen was one of those customers who
ordered a double fudge sundae with a diet soda.
I couldn’t help being angry with myself for
feeling the need to make excuses for what I was.
Any job is a real one. It's up to us to get the
most out of each experience and gain from it. It
doesn’t ease the anxiety of having to walk into
an interview, but maybe if I can recall these in
stances, I’ll be able to hold my head up high
when answering questions about my colorful
employment past. And maybe the next employer
will not have had his breakfast either.

On the lighter side o f
...IFTH' VOLUNTEERS
WANT N\ETORUN,
THEN I'LL RUN',...

’US'.
V iV rfcttrb '

Perot
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Queer

by Greg Geiger

P o litic a l Correctness:
overu sed and abused
Last Thursday, during my Poetry o f T.S. Eliot
class, the professor made a statement that did
not directly relate to what we were discussing,
although making such statements is not unusual
for him. He mentioned how it is not politically
correct to be deeply spiritual these days. He was
not referring to being religious. It's obvious that
for many the political tide falls in the direction of
the Christian Coalition or the Religious Right
(Right, of course, in the sense of “not liberal" as
opposed to actually being correct). He related how
uncommon it is in today’s society to be more than
merely a follower of the creed. I suffered a flash
back to Catholic school and the phrase “Cafete
ria Catholic,” which the nuns wielded with dis
dain. People tend to be institution centered,
whether church, temple, or government. Few
people replace those man-made constructs with
God or Spirit.
I agree with him in relation to the rarity of such
Divine-centered people. My discontent lies in his
labeling this scarcity with the overused phrase
“politically correct.” This decade has led that
phrase down the path o f obscured meaning. At '
one time it did not signify what was wrong in our
society. People contended that, ‘if tfie idea is mor
ally bankrupt or ethically skeWed it must be po
litically correct,’ or, ‘Somethifig1that’s politically
incorrect should be aspired to, for onb rib longer
r ,,
,,
.
"C i >->tfT! >! Oil
follows the masses.
One must not forget that some issues that are
politically correct are designated as such due to
their inherent worth. I have heard people getting
derogatorily accused of being politically correct
for referring to blacks as African-Americans. It
may not be the swarthiest of moves, as a politi
cian, to refer to them in any other such manner.
However if a group of people wish to be called a
certain name, that desire should be honored. In
many cases, the term P.C. is seen as selling out
to get votes when in fact it is simply an issue of
respect.
Granted, not all politically correct things to do
are ethically correct. For example, it is not con
sidered politically correct to support gays in the
military. The last time I checked the Constitu
tion, it mentioned something about all men be
ing created equal. Maybe its being attracted to
men that’s the problem. After all, women have
had the damnedest time getting into the military.
Then again, lesbians aren’t accepted either. So it
seems that the Constitution should actually read,
“All men who are only attracted to women are
created equal."
I do not deny that all issues supported by the
masses are equally enriching, whether fiscally,
emotionally or spiritually. However, some issues
that are now politically correct within most circles,
such as racial equality, were hard fought with
blood and tears so that the people would finally
see them as politically correct. If RC. is now the
label for mediocrity or the opinion of the mere
masses, then the blood and tears have been shed
for nothing.
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H e ll b e n t fo r
P roza c
by Raf Ricci

Is the SGA just
a puppet regime?
Aside from the Montclarion's main editorial and
a brief flurry of letter signing in front o f the stu
dent center, there hasn’t been much outcry about
the tuition increase. The SGA is suspiciously si
lent on this point. There weren’t any letters to
the editor about it, no requests for space to orga
nize students in protest, no discussion o f pos
sible action against the administration. As these
thoughts begin to creep around the periphery of
my cortex, I slowly begin to wonder exactly what
the SGA is for, if it does not to act as an advocate
for student issues. Am I overstepping my bounds
as a columnist if I suggest that the SGA is a pup
pet regime for the university administration? It
would seem that the SGA is merely an arbitrator
for co m p etin g in terests fighting o v e r each
organization’s share o f a seemingly shrinking pie.
The SGA seems endlessly embroiled in the small
est details of every organization’s budget, but si
lent on the issues that matter to the entire cam
pus.
Who cares if a Class One spent $20 too much
on office supplies? Students want a parking struc
ture closer to campus so they don't have to walk
or wait for a shuttle. W hy hasn’t there been any
talk about this? Whatever happened to the bar
that was in the Ratt? I thought the SGA was go
ing to support some kind of bar in there, but it
turned out to be just a guy with a keg of Bud
Light at a dollar per 6 oz. cup, and another guy
who wanted my mother’s maiden name to verify
my identity before he gave me a bracelet that in
dicated 1was of age. Couldn’t the SGA have done
better?
The only thing I could come up with, given the
number o f students who wanted alcohol back in
the Ratt, and the weak attempt to satisfy these
students, is that the administration doesn’t want
drunk college kids running around the Student
Center, but wants them on on thr roads where
they belong while intoxicated. So they attached
so many provisions to their rules for alcohol ser
vice that the SGA just threw its hands in the air
rather than fight. This is the same SGA that knew
about the proposed tuition hike for about a
month, but did nothing.
I think this backs up my theory. The adminis
tration, about a month ago, announced an 8.9%
increase in summer tuition. It also said to expect
a similar increase in the fall. Did anyone say any
thing about this? Did anyone in the SGA say any
thing when the administrators got a 5% salary'
increase, while the teachers were still working
without a contract or pay raise for two years? Still
don’t think there’s any collusion between the ad
ministration and the SGA? I’m beginning to con
vince myself now. I haven’t done that since I found
the secret connection between the Black Panthers,
the John Birch Society, and the leaders of the
Chinese Cultural Revolution.
The only item that keeps me from believing that
the SGA and administration are working together
is the Golden Rule of Conspiracy: “Never attribute
to malice what can adequately be explained by
incompetence."

In s ta n t K a r m a
by Moses Sackowitz
Why is Nelson Alonso trying to disprove the
existence of life on other worlds? Is he trying to
further his own position, which is one of Chris
tian evangelism? What happens when this kind
of thought interferes with the scientific method?
Let us investigate, and pose a question.
Astronomers indeed have found other planet
like objects orbiting other stars, most of which
closely resemble Jupiter. Why? Because only large
objects are detectable at such mind-boggling dis
tances. If alien astronomers pointed their tele
scopes and instruments at our sun, they would
be lucky if they could detect Jupiter at all. Could
they deduce an Earth from this? Smaller, Earth like worlds do not exert the gravity necessary to
influence a star's path as it crosses the sky. Only
such stars with slight wobbles in their movement
catch astronomers’ attention, and these are the
ones which are studied. Where there are Jupiterlike worlds, there is a probability that there are
other planets, with solid surfaces, varying tem
perature, etc. Whether there is life on or near these
planets is not the ultimate concern, but the con
formation of other planet’s existence is rather
exciting.
Also, I wonder what these “forty-six" charac
teristics that are necessary for “life” are. Alonso's
calculations may only provide for the kind of life
we know about, which is life on Earth. Could we
even imagine life on other worlds? Interestingly,
the Drake equation, using modest figures, esti
mates the number of planets with intelligent life
at 10 to the seventh power (ten million) in our
galaxy alone! (Check out page 299 in Carl Sagan’s
Cosmos.) With trillions and trillions o f galaxies
in the universe, the probability for intelligent life
is quite enormous.
W hat if, unknown to most people, I tell you
that I happen to know about a group of scientists
who, for some years now, have been communi
cating with an extraterrestrial source. After the

Christian ‘brainwashing’
about alien life forms
first initial code-breaking, transmissions arc now
decipherable and they have the knowledge of the
coded language (prime numbers, in a certain se
quence, whatever).
But unfortunately for us, the only information
swapped is that of purely scientific interest. Stuff
like, “How much methane is in your atmosphere?"
or "We are bipedal locomotive sexual mammals,”
or “Our sun is yellow with a temperature o f ...” or
“We have three moons." Boring, isn’t it? With only
scientific information exchanged, we have no idea
about their art, culture, politics, or religion, if
these concepts even exist for these beings.
Using this imaginary scenario, how do you
think Christianity would account for it? This is,
the question that Alonso must answer. Would
Christianity have to reevaluate itself? Would it
affect it at all? One person answered this ques
tion with, “If it's not in the Bible, then I can’t be
lieve it.” But it should be fairly easy to suspend
one’s disbelief, since this is what we do when
watching a movie or reading fiction. I wonder.
Maybe this kind o f knowledge would shatter it,
unless it can incorporate it into its own dogmatic
system. Perhaps the Christian may understand
the aliens as angels who have come to save us, or
as devils, wickedly deceiving us in the name of
Satan. Some would no doubt see these beings as
potential converts to Christianity. Did God put a
Christ on every planet with life? Or is sin only a
human problem?
Rather than contemplate the implications of
the discoveries o f other planets, this exciting event
is warped into mundane evangelical drivel. Turn
ing a blind eye to a fact is not an acceptable way
of dealing with the world: neither is bending it to
fit one’s own personal system. This instance of
brainwashing is ju st another example of what
happens when knowledge is categorized accord
ing to a closed, dogmatic, and irrational system.
I ju st hope the aliens don't get angry.

E-mail the E d it o r ia l ----i
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and letters to the Montclarion
Editorial staff via e-mail.
All e-mail must be received by 300 pm
Monday. Send all correspondence to
NavettaJoalphamontclairjedu.
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Rubino
by Michael Rubino
Every now and then, a topic comes along that
has the power to ignite widespread emotion. Un
like subjects such as balanced budgets or em
powerment zones, which may be irrelevant or
incomprehensible to most people, laws such as a
restaurant smoking ban affect most everyone who
dines out. New York City's “Smoke-Free Air Act”
has been in existence for the past year. As a re
sult, it has become time for the makers and view
ers of public policy to analyze this very contro
versial piece of legislation.
Anyone who has ever been outside the con
fines of his own home will have been a witness to
or have been involved in an exchange between a
smoker and an anti-smoker.
“Excuse me, but could you please put out that
smelly cigarette while I’m trying to eat?”
"If you don’t like it, why don't you go sit some
where else - like on another planet?"
It seems to me that soldiers on both sides of
this issue can be disrespectful, irascible, and
downright rude. And it stands to reason that each
side gives some very valid arguments to support
their point of view. So the debate rages on. Is the
restaurant smoking ban primarily a health issue
or is it a violation of civil rights and personal free-

N a t iv e A m e r ic a n
by Joseph Paternoster
Associate Dean of Students James Harris has
had a long and distinguished career at MSU. A
few years ago, he received an award for being an
administrator “not just for black students, but
for all of the students,” as the award presenter
said. This is a nice statement, but is it true? A
look at Dean Harris’ handling of fraternity events
suggests otherwise.
In May of 1991 a fight broke out at a party
sponsored by Phi Beta Sigma. Fortunately, no one
was seriously injured. Dean Harris had no com
ment on this incident and no charges were ever
filed against Phi Beta Sigma.
In October of 1991 Lambda Sigma Upsilon
sponsored a party in the Ratt. A fight broke out
and a student was stabbed. Dean Harris had no
comment on the incident and no charges were
ever filed against Lambda Sigma Upsilon.
In November of 1988 Sigma Phi Rho sponsored
a party on campus in which a fight broke out.
Police officers from three cities and two sheriffs
offices were called to MSU. Some of the police
men were injured by partygoers. Dean Harris had
no comment on this incident and no charges were
ever filed against Sigma Phi Rho.
In February of 1994 Dean Harris brought
charges of “conduct unbecoming a Greek organi
zation" against Delta Kappa Psi for a fight some
of the fraternity's brothers had gotten into offcampus. During the fight, one person’s throat was
slashed. Dean Harris said, “Because the behav
ior of Delta Kappa Psi has become problematic
for the Greek system and this is the second in
stance where an MSU student has been seri
ously injured at an event that was sponsored by
the fraternity, charges were brought." So, Delta
Kappa Psi was brought before the Greek Council
and found not guilty.
On March 23, 1996 Sigma Phi Rho sponsored
a party in the Student Center. TWo fights erupted

M O N T H A RTO N

i t ’ s s t ill a n o th e r g o v e r n m e n t m a n d a t e
dom? I happen to think it is both: another noble
intention in response to the former, but still an
other violation of the latter.
I don't smoke. I find nothing attractive or glam
orous about it. I find it worth repeating that smok
ers do a great disservice to themselves. They are
easily identified by virtue of their nicotine-stained
teeth and hands and, of course, by the stale scent
of burnt tobacco that emanates from their clothes
and breath. In addition, how in the world can
anyone attempt to defy the physical side effects
that adversely affect their bodies? And I believe
science has proven unequivocally that second
hand smoke is indeed dangerous.
But the question remains, should a small group
of politicians deem it feasible to put into legisla
tion how the proprietors of New York City restau
rants and taverns should run their businesses?
Dan Ross, executive director of the Manhattan
Tavern and Restaurant Association, thinks not.
In a recent article describing the harm this smok
ing ban is doing to the restaurant industry, Ross
wrote, The law is ill-conceived, impractical and
unfair...an overreaction that is causing economic
hardship, hurting the image of New York City and
denying freedom of choice to thousands of law-

abiding citizens.”
The law's supporters say it has been a suc
cess. If this is so, then why are so many propri
etors and patrons alike complaining about it? Res
taurant owners are motivated by the same thing
every other industry is motivated by: money. Dan
Ross and other members of the MTRA would not
be saying (bleep) if this law was actually improv
ing their businesses. Unfortunately, it clearly
seems to be hurting many of the restaurants that
are losing smoking patrons to surrounding coun
ties In New York and New Jersey.
In addition, the ban allows smoking in restau
rants with 35 seats or less and in bar areas sepa
rated from dining areas. This is not fair. Are larger
restaurants supposed to "downsize" their respec
tive restaurants just to bypass the ban?
This is clearly a case where compromise is in
order. Here in New Jersey, my girlfriend and I
usually opt to sit in the non-smoking section of a
restaurant. At least give the proprietors the op
tion of whether they wish to allow or ban smok
ing in their respective restaurants. Then we can
choose where we would prefer to dine - without
the mandates that are putting a noose around
the necks of those that are trying to earn a living.

Dean Harris and his double standard
and two officers were hit by students before the
party was canceled. Also, the door to the Student
Center Annex was smashed. The party was an
nounced on Hot 97.1. However, according to Lt.
Paul Cell, ‘T h e rule for the party dictated that the
party could not be advertised over the radio."
Dean Harris’ response to this latest Sigma Phi
Rho incident has been a lengthy investigation.
Dean Harris said, T h e important aspect of any
investigation is to consult with everyone involved.
If you exclude people, you run the risk of missing
important information. We will be speaking with
Campus Police, Sigma Phi Rho, and Student Cen
ter authorities, among other people." That was
two weeks ago. I called Campus Police last night
and they informed me that to their knowledge,
he had not spoken to them yet.
Currently, Tau Kappa Epsilon is being brought
up on charges of “hazing” by Greek Council Presi
dent John Cvelic. I spoke to Dean Harris about
the TKE incident. He informed me that if Mr. Cvelic
had not brought TKE up on charges, he would
have done so himself. Mr. Cvelic said that he had
already seen the TKE story and decided to file
charges before Veronica Harris, on behalf of Dean
Harris, came to see him. In contrast, Dean Har
ris said that he spoke to Mr. Cvelic on April 9th,
and that was the first time that the Greek Coun
cil President had heard about the story. Dean
Harris also said that while he did not specifically
tell Cvelic of his intentions to file charges, John
knew. Someone is not telling the truth.
Dean Harris told me that he did not find out
about the incident until April 8th. Charges were
filed against TKE on April 9th. Dean Harris said
that there was an investigation done, wherein he
spoke to Montclair Police, Chief Russo, and the
Regional Vice President of TKE. However, accord
ing to TKE, no one from the organization was con
tacted during the one day investigation.

“As a national fraternity, they should not have
done this," Dean Harris said. I was then told,
though, that even if they had been a local frater
nity, he “would have had the same reaction.” I
asked if it would have made a difference if it had
happened on campus, to which he replied, “No,"
The final question, which I am asking now, is:
would it have made a difference ifTKE was a black
fraternity. I suspect that the answer would have
been "no," but the reality would have been "yes.”
A quick review of the written facts shows that
Sigma Phi Rho hosted a party where police were
beaten up, damage was done to the Student Cen
ter, and rules were clearly violated. Yet two weeks
later, an investigation is still going on. TKE tied
up and poured salsa on a boy in an off-campus
party and their investigation was over in one day
- and they were never even spoken to. To quote
Dean Harris, T h e important aspect o f any inves
tigation is to consult with everyone involved.” Is
that for all fraternities or just the black ones?
Dean Harris brought Delta Kappa Psi up on
charges because it was, "...the second instance
where an MSU student had been seriously in
jured at an event sponsored by the fraternity...”
The same is true of Sigma Phi Rho, but two weeks
later, their investigation continues — and Cam
pus Police still has not been contacted.
The reality seems to be that Dean Harris is
willing to rule with an iron fist when incidents
involving white fraternities occur. But he is much
slower to discipline black fraternities. There are
some questions which should be answered, and
some concerns which should be addressed by the
Associate Dean of Students. Last semester, in an
interview with the M ontclarion, Dean Harris was
asked what vices he felt needed to be overcome
on campus. He answered, “Number one, there is
racism on this campus..." I couldn't agree with
you more. Dean Harris.
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ATTEN TIO N !!!!!
MOITCIARIOM EXECUTIVE ANI)
EDITORIAL BOARD ELECTIONS W i l l BE
HEED IN THE MOXTC1ARÏOW OTEICE
ON AERIE ££, 1996 AX A IO PNC.
POSITIONS AILE OPEN TO APT
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS POP.
FURTHER INFORMATION, STOP BY
ROOM I I I OP THE STUDENT CPNTPR
OR CATT 655-5169.
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MISTER BOFFO

by Joe M artin

MISTER BOFFO

by Joe M artin

F'red the Alien Aligator Boy wishes you all a really nice day, and suggests
that you eat lots of vegetables to keep your growing flesh tender.
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Cinematic Title Hahes
Pin the atre worJ B eine1r after all three word> in each of the 20 groups listed below and you'ii jet three
Jilietent two-word movie titles. F<>rexample, the answer to * 1 would he Baby ¡tor Bain Boom, Preitv B ah and
Rosmwn'.; Baby). Identity the 19 other words that would complete the rest of the titles.
1. Boom, Pretty, Rosemary's
2. Dark, Wan, Flaming
Atlantic, Fat, Open
4- Body, Impact, Indemnity
r House, Bachelor, (jirl
6. Orpheus, Narcissus, Rain
7. Detroit, Zhivago, No
8. Çrit, Lies, Stories
9. (juris, Forever, Einstein
10. Round, Cowboy, Express
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11. (jun, Hut, Secret
12. Anxiety, Noon, Society
13. Madison, Jack, Bronco
14- Trouble, Business, Shines
15. Midnight, Delancey, Miller's
16. Lovers, School, Indian
17. Attraction, Beauty, Instinct
18. Forget, Blues, Texas
19. Free, Yesterday, First
20. Simple, Feast, First
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character 106 Faucet
ACROSS
60
Theologian 106 Director
1 Love, lo
Thomas
Lubilsch
Lucullus
5 Fido’s feet 62 Pound the 110 Reno residents
9 Out ol range podium
1 1 3 ¥ A ‘S‘H"
130ana Carvey 63 Little rascal
character
character 64-Dhabi 118-carte
18 Stud site
65 Yield
119 Bristol brew
19 Monogram pi. 6fi Inconse- 120 Hullabaloo
20 “Sh e -Ye l quentials 121II may be
low Ribboh" 69 Bill of tare
sweet
22 Addis 72 Jets or Mels 124 Eye-related
23 The Phil
74 It gets in hot 128 Actress
Silvers Show" waler
Gaynor
character 75 "Beetle
131 "Slar Trek"
Bailey"
26 Typeol
character
cabbage
character 138 Kathy ol
27 * - Magno 79 "Crosslire"
“Misery"
lias“ ('891km) network
137 Declare
28 Director Peter 82 Actor Calhoun 138 Role lor Liz
29 Mauna 83‘-M ight Be 139 Tide type
31 Final point
Giants"
140 Until now
32 Cleaning doth 84 Paraguayan 141 Listender
34 The Sea
title
142 Applaud a
Wolf
87 Earring style bore?
character 89 Born
143 Philosopher's
40 Most flavoríul 90 Suflix with
existence
45 Aims
DOWN
•glob"
46 Cola cooler 92 Shoot Irom 1 “The Sound ol
47 Mil. address
shelter
Music'' selling
48Cheerleaders' 94Unfavorable 2 SaltySahl
96 *F Troop"
chants
3 Tony's cousin
50 Finals
4 Go back
character
101 Bedevil
52 Alpaca
5 Conductor's
relative
102 Play
place
56‘The Six 104 Singer
6 From the top
Million Dollar Simone
7 Extensive
Man"
105 In addition ¡Imperturbable

9 Fill with
wonder
10 In place ol
11 Prepare lor
battle
12 Style of
painting
13 Helium or
hydrogen
14 Atly.'s org.
15 Talks wildly
16Sieakhouse
order
17 The Creation"
composer
21 Soon
24 Jai—
25 Improve
onesetl?
30 Mr. Baba
33 Richard ol
‘Pretty
Woman"
35 Whitman or
Whittier
36 Harry Chapin
tune
37 Senator
Cranston
38 Billot Rights
org
39 Antique
40 Guadalajara
goody
41 Tolhe left,
nautically
42 Like some
energy

nephew
43 Magile of
baseball
95 Pared
44 Baht man? 98 Sagan or
49 - cum laude Sandburg
51 Cavalry
97 Aliada arena
weapons
98Ha5ly
53 Without- 99 Chemical
(daringly)
suffix
54 Pul together 100 Stromboli spew
55 Disoriented 103 Heal arilt
57 He gave us 107 Third degree?
109 Actress Sharon
at
58 Extremely 111 Baseball
infrequently? family name
59 Shelled out 112 Nymph loved
by Apollo
61 Shudder
64 Fro m -Z 11} Cobra km
67 Jeremy ol IHNomdecrime7
"Waterland'' 1150ockoflhe
68 ‘It's a deal!"
bay
116 Art medium
70 Utmosl
117Sluggo's
71 Deplete
sweetie
73 The Brainy
Bunch?
122 Singing
76 Spud bud
syllables
77 Parachute 123 Felt certain
material
125 Calendar
78 Rambling
abbr.
79 Gab
126 Levin and
80 Little bump
Gershwin
8 1 --Scotia 127Drac'swrap
85‘Rawhide” 129 Zuider130 Relative
rope
86 Prudhomme's of-ator
protection 132 Dig in
88 Trattoria treat 133 Actress Hagen
9 1 go bragh!" 134— Aviv
93 Cain's
135 32,000ounces
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Humour, Thursday April 18, 1996

Tke vror\% fersor\ for tke (pb
Sfckesfeofie from Hell
1

hj/ SYokr S. O'SuJÌìycm JIX-XX
Alanis Morrisette for Tide™ Detergent.
(sung to the horrible tunc of “ Ironic”)
Yeah yeaaaaah eh ycaaaah, it will get your
laundry clean.
Yeah Yeaaaaah eh ycaaaah. your under
wear will gleam.
Who would thought your shirt don’t smell.
(If you think that this is bad, listen to that
poor excuse of an album she put out! -ed)

(OJ panics, and realizes he has a pack of
Mentos, he sees Kato and pops one in his
mouth. He smiles, and so does Kato.)
Fresh goes with murder
Mentos Freshness!
Bloody murder
with Mentos and go take a life!

John Madden for 7W/\™ Airlines:

Narrator: Mentos ™, tha freshmaker, and
the official candy of the OJ Simpson™
Case!

GET ME OFF OF HERE! AAAAAH! I
HATE FLYING! AAAAA WE'RE GOINGTO DIE! I HATE PEANUTS! THIS
FOOD SUCKS! AAAAAAA!

The Ty-D-Bowl™ Man for Ex-Lax™
Laxative:

O.J. Simpson fo r
freshmaker!):

Mentos™

(tha

(Scene: OJ stands at the grizzly sight of a
double murder outside his ex-wife's house,
wearing gloves, bloody knife in hand)
(music begins:)
You just killed your ex-wife
with a shiny new knife
and Mentos Fresh and full of life!
Nothing gets to you
’ccpt for Nicole without you
with Mentos Fresh and full of life!

Ty-D-Bowl™ Man: Wow, what a great
day! The sky is blue, the moon is away—
yep, life is good! I think I’ll float over to
the other side of the bowl today to sec how
the ring is going. Yeah, life has been good
since Bob has been constipated; haven’t
had a storm in days! In fact, to hell with
the ring. I’m just going to float around.
Aaaaa...oh wait...what??? The moon is
coming out...OH NO!! (Nature finally
calls for Bob) HOW TERRIBLE! I
KNEW 1 SHOULD HAVE GONE TO
COLLEGE! 1HATE THIS JOB!
Announcer: Ex-Lax ™: It works.
Ty-D-Bowl™ Man: DAMN YOU EXLAX'™!

MEET INTERESTING NEW
PEOPLE!
GET DOUGB FOR COLLEGE!
JUMP OUT OF PLANES!
<^ n KILL PEOPLE* WITH COOL
WEAPONS**!
FREE YANKEES TICKETS*!
Call Major-Liaatanant-Priwata-Sargaant class B O’Snllivan
for mors information!

'while eappllet lest

' batteries not Included

A Quick Safety Tip:
Band-Aids; Good.
b y R u b y V \ ''y n o r
A

lo

A .13. P - c e rtifie c J A s tr o lo g e r

A r i e s : ( M a r . 2 1—A p r . 1 9 ) T h e stars
say t h e h e s t w a y t o p r o m o t e g o o d
h e a l t h is t o q u a f f a p i n t o f s o m e 
o n e e l s e ’s s p i t .
T a u r u s : ( A p r . 2 0 —M a y 2 0 ) A s a
Joh n V C ilk es B o o t h f a n a t i c , yo u
m u st c a r r y o n h is L i n c o l n - b a r i n g w a y s . I t ’s y o u r d u t y t o s t e a l
a ll t h e p e n n i e s in c i r c u l a t i o n .
G e m i n i : ( M a y 2 1 —J u n e 2 1 ) A d d
s o m e n e e d e d z ip t o y o u r n e x t
l o v e tryst. E n t e r th e b e d r o o m
w e a r in g a used c o n d o m s o m 
brero
a n d n o th in g else !
C a n c e r : ( J u n e 2 2 —July 2 2 ) Y o u ’ re
fu ll o f b e e r it y o u t h i n k y o u h a v e
any ta le n t w hatsoever.
L e o : (J u ly 2 3—A u g . 2 2 ) B e p a t r i 
o t i c . P a i n t “ A m e r i c a . . . L o v e It
O r L e a v e lr !” on the W h it e
1 lo u s e s t e p s .
V ir g o : ( A u g . 2 1 S ept. 2 2 ) Y o u t o o
c a n e x p e r i e n c e F .lvis-siz e f a m e .
S u b s is t <>n a d i e t o f b a n a n a s p lit s ,
sh oo t yo u r te le v is io n a n d O D
o n the to ile r.
L i b r a : ( S e p t . 2 3—O c t . 2 3) B r e a k
o u t th e E a s y - O ff and t h e P la y t e x
L iv in g G lo v e s b ecau se Ted
K o p p e l is c o m i n g by t o i n s p e c t

MONTCLARION

your oven .
S c o r p i o : ( O c t . 2 - L - N o v . 21 ) Y o u ’ ll
w o w y o u r co llea gu es w ith a n ew
p r o g r a m rh ar s a v e s t h e c o m p a n y
t h r e e c e n t s a w e e k o n staples.
S a g i t t a r i u s : ( N o v . 2 2 —D e c . 21 ) Is
su e s o f t h e m i n d a n t i h e a r t cla sh
w h e n a ( l e s h - e a r i n g v ir u s must
c h o o s e b e tw e e n y o u r left v e n 
t r ic le a n d your c e r e b e llu m .
C a p r i c o r n : ( D e c . 2 2 —Jan. 1 9 ) L o v e
b lo o m s eternal s ta rtin g W e d n e s 
d a y b e c a u s e t h a t ’s w h e n y o u r
c u r r e n t m a t e w i l l d u m p y o u fo r a
h e r o i n a ddict.
A q u a r i u s : (Jan. 20—F e b . 18) Y o u r
w a r d r o b e c o u l d u se a t w e a k i n g .
T r a d e i n t h o s e s p a t s f o r a shiny'
n e w d ic k e y .
P i s c e s : ( Feb. 19 M a r . 2 0 ) A c o n i c h i t h e r g la n c e fr o m a flirta tiou s
V i r g o sends you i n t o t h e strato
s p h e r e . R e t u r n t h e g e s t u r e by
e x p o s in g your go n a d s.

R u b y ’s C Hen H o m e m a d e Glenn
S a u ce is available a t sttrres every
w here. A l l pro)its g o to w a rd hiring
ch a u ffe u rs Jar aging a s tro lo g e rs .

(C> |eet, by* Onion l;caiures Syndicate

Duct Tape: Bad.
WORDS ENDING WITH “ ICE”

T h e

A n s w er s !

C U L T U R A L ID IO C Y Q U I Z A N S W E R S
I Ikihv |IUS
/’reify ifoby. R->Hw r , , fUb,)
Sc ir (! Silk 'o p . Su» U'us, Flimfrv; M-r '
' C«y \AiLjist Cry, F a C.ty Lfv». Gin)
4 CfcHjhlr il><a> Ib v H iJ-iuN.- Jmfwi. f VigHc Indemnify »
5 IV tv {Hunm P a n Btxhdur Pj t t , , IV»»ry t in!l
b HLn.k I f k j. i Lkfi/wia,
M iiri'u in i, M l* l Kvn)
i IW iiW ( ilk 'u r Dfrrui D ene JJtit.tgn Dr W )

S Tiur ( rror(tm 7rv Lav live Nr ru'd
V.Hjne iVmn/liuM Putter ) nutty,. Vuunr Fiuiitsn)
k ' Mklnl^it1Ki-wiwl \l»lr.yfg Mufnufj ) ’ofctk/r. M ulini FijRi-u)

Il 1
1

v! ‘ i> Gan. 7 «p ! U . T f. s f»»«i )
H v i •1I M A in m Htyibìtem. I l,gS S xitt*)

I ' Bdh I ILL1«Mun>a. Hitf»J t u i. hit tu a Bitty )
H-M tinkcy {MmJtrj 7»ofcMf Monivy fiv <#«*••' M inLri Stnx‘ )

I i l.nsvino (.Midn^fit (’»<ivn/,( '».turn* L’elo. c. Mdct i ( iinvìi/)
lb. Sun enfi (S kin iv r U tv n . Svurru-»
Ito u ri SumiK«rl
I V haul i.hk.u -\iit ,kin«t. F juu B»tan». / -la i /nunvd
Id l ’. liii I h i# ! f'jni Pjns Hindi. /Vint. T ria d
l y Hum iB m i tu e . ilm W u rriiy . F t r H»<n)
:C BltakJ [Hv«(i Senjiir.
Frau F ir « .S iv .j)
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GEUB A N D GEASS ONE
CONCERTS PRESENT:

TH U R SD A Y, APRIL, 18tK
A T 0:30 PM IN THE STUD ENT
CENTER Q U A D .
C LU B A N D C 1 C ARE C LASS I O R G A N IZ A T IO N S O F T H E SG A, IN C .

M O N T C L A R IO N
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Classifieds...

Alaska Employment: fishing indus
try. Earn up to $3,000-$6,000+ per
month. Room & Board! Transporta
tion! Male/Female. No experience
n ecessary! (206) 971-3510 ext.
A50964.
International Employment- Earn up
to $25-$45/hour teaching basic con
versational English in Japan. Tai
wan, or S. Korea. No teaching back
ground or Asian languages required.
For info call: (206) 971-3570. ext.
J50961.
Child care in our home for infant.
Mon- Fri 7:30 AM - 5:00 PM. Expe
rience & references a must. Nursing
experience helpful. Nonsmoking.
(201) 751-9016.
Full-time, live-in child care: seeking
recent graduate, prefer early child
hood or education, to care for 7
month and 4 year old. Responsible,
en erg etic, fle x ib le , nonsm oker,
driver’s license. References neces
sary. Starting May F/T, June live-in.
Contact 201 -378-2497. Interviewing
now.
Aboveboard, resumes, cover letters
& business cards written, edited &
typeset. Low, low prices. Call (201)
226-1687.
Baby-sitter wanted for 7-yr. old girl
on an occasional basis in Upper
Montclair. Must be responsible, ex
perienced and have car. Call Grace
at (201) 746-5864.
Care giver needed for 2 nice boys (4
& 7) M W Th. Up. Mtclr. Have own
car, license, nonsmoker. Must be
kind, fun, good swimmer. Pss. livein. Call 744-0422.

Student who enjoys children top care
for 7 year old in our Upper Montclair,
home starting in May for the summer,
Tuesdays, 6:30 PM - 9:30 PM. Excel
lent salary, references required, own
car preferred. Call 783-3908.

April 18, 1996

THE
G ATH ERING :
h ttp :/ /
w w w .takem e.com . Scholarships,
academic & career resources, in 
ternships, sports, news, entertain
ment, travel, music, debates and
1,000’s of links.

To place a Classified Ad, please call 655-5237. The cost per week is
$10 for 25 to 30 words. $20 per week for 31 words or more.

T he Student M ind D uring

MONTCLARION

Final Exam

Prfltjers for
a vuiracle
-flood, fire
or torno do.
Actual

—

k n o w le d g e

on subject.

Vavuc xone.
The TA.'s /
kind a cute

( fetA-ew I should

have

read the boote.

( hope the curve
is reaIty low.

IS ooia this w ill all
be behivuA wut".

Wanted: two students to help move
a household from M ontclair to
Bloomfield on July 13, 1996. $100
per person. Call Barry Levin, Day:
(201) 676-1000, x l 442; night: (201)
746-5943.
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a

7he prof never
covered this!

Are you motivated, creative & like to
work with children? If yes. we're
looking for you to care for our girls
(ages 7 & 9) this summer. Includes
good pay, pool membership. Must
drive & have good references. 1-201 669-0472. Leave message.

Rooms “on campus” three minute
walking distance. $85/wk. (a single
room, laundry & kitchen) or$55/wk.
(female, light cooking, sharing with
another female) and one sharing.
Utility included. Upper Montclair
(nice & quiet area) Available May 13
& 25, 1996. Call at 655-7519 or 7831678 (leave message)

DJ/MC wanted Friday nights in
Morristown area. Knowledge ofTop
40 music required. No experience
needed. Looking for minimum 1
year com m itm ent Call 201-6612584.

Here's fast-actiwg relief
from the pressure o f school! ¿^raduatiwg
seniors a n d grad students can ge t $^ oo°°
cosh bacte* on the purchase or lease o f awy

Lcool new Ford or Mercury.
This In c lu d e s the high-perform.au.ee Mustawg!
Call i - g ,oo-32±-:L53£> or visit our Web site
at http://www.ford.com for the fu ll story.

B ecause Your B rain D oesn’t H ave W heels.
‘ To be eligible, you must graduate with an associate’s or bachelor's degree, or be currently enrolled in graduate school, between 10/1/94 and 1/3/97 You must purchase or lease your new vehicle between 1/4/96 and 1/3/97 Some customer and vehicle eligbility restrictions apply See your dealer tor details

MONTCLfiRION/Thursday, April 18, 1996

BREATHE IN, BREATHE OUT..
(STRETCH) ALL RIGHT, I’M
REAP Y.
-JJO ’S

CRACK PIPE.
LO VE
SPARKY

A LW A YS,

WHAT WITH U KNOW WHO
YOU KNOW WHO YOU WON’T
BE ABLE TO WRITE ANYMORE
POEMS. SO STOP COMPLAIN
ING
SlPE TRACK (AO)

TO MY G IR L Z KAREN,
LISANPRA ANP THE BLANTON
CREW, YOU PEOPLE ARE A
SIPETRACK (AO)
PAN-O-RAMA, THANK5 FOR MESS.
HAVE YOU BEEN POWN UN~
OUR CHAT6, YOU HAVE BEEN
DON ANP DEBRA,
PER LATELY?
I THOUGHT
GREAT
YOU’RE THE BEST MOR ANP SO;
LOVE, CHATTERBOX
TURTLE
VPI EVER THANKS FOR ALL
LITTLE LAMB, THANKS FOR OF YOUR HELP
TO LUKE £ DARTH VAPER
LOVE, MARY T.
COVERING UP (THE SHIRT).
(^TH FLOOR BOHN),
Y O U ’RE G REA T
(P .S .,
MAY THE FORCE BE WITH
M ICKEY M O USE IS THE RICK (PIM PS)
ALW AYS POWN W IT PA YOU
BEST )
YOU R SO
LOVE PRINCESS LAYA
LO V E
YA, BEECH NUT
BUTTA
ALWAYS COOKIN’
CHATTERBOX
AKPSI BROTHERS,
UP SOME LOVE, THE CHEF
B ig *5 5 (AO)
I REALLY ENJOY HANGING
OUT WITH YOU. I WOULP
THANKS FOR BEING THERE TRACY ANP TINA (AO)
FOR ME WHILE I CRIED OVER HERE AN “UH”, THERE AN LOVE TO BECOME YOUR
MY APPICTION — HOPE “UH”, EVERYWHERE AN “UH BROTHER.
LOVE, MARY T
FULLY MY PROBLEM W ILL UH”. TH IS ONE’S GOING TO
THE TOP OF THE CHART
BE GONE SOON.
TO THAT SEXY GUY IN 3C05
LOVE ANP S IS T E R - GUYS.
LOVE £ SISTERHOOP, IN BLANTON. SOMEONE HAS
HOOP,
CELIA
(AO)
THEIR EYE ON YOU
LITTL E *101 (AO)
TO MY 4 WALLS PRODUC"
TION STAFF
LAYOUT IS ALMOST OVER,
ANP THANK YOU TOf^\/^\Y,
KERTU, JOY, ANNA, APAM
AND LINDA. PON’T FORGET,
OUR ANNUAL ORGY STILL
MUST BE RSVP
LOVE, THE CHIEF
TO THE S E X IE S T PLEPGE
CLASS EVER, SIGMA UPSI
LON, STAY STRONG
TO MY BIG ALEXA (AKPSI)
THANKS FOR EVERYTHING
JECKLE
AKPSI’S BROTHERS ARE THE
SW EETEST

UM DON’T GET
YOUR HOPES UP...
JJO’S
APRIL (PHI SIG)
THANKS FOR EX
PERIENCING ALL
THE HORRIBLE EXPE
RIENCES IN THE CITY
THIS WEEKEND.
JENNIFER (PHI SIG)
CAROLINE (PH
SIG)
WHO SH O U LD
BRING ON SA TU R 
DAY? YOU HAP ALL THE
CHOICES THIS TIME
JENNIFER (PHI SIG)

TO HECKLE ANP JECKLE, THE
SE X IE S T PLEPGES IN THE
SIGMA UPSILON CLASS, YOU
ARE TH E B E S T
S TA Y
STRONG ANP WE LOVE YOU'
IBS

SUNSHINE (AO)
L A S T W EEK W AS VERY
QUIET WITH OUT YOU BUT I
HOPE YOU HAP A GOOD VA
CATION.
LOVE ANP S IS T E R 
HOOD, SIPETRACK (AO)

RICK,
YOU ARE ALWAYS IN THE
HOUSE
YOUR FRIENP, TONIA

CARLY (AO) HAVE YOU. BEEN
TO THE O R TH O D O N TIST
LA TELY7
LOVE, TURTLE

LISA (S D T *112),
THERE WAS NO WAY I WAS
TAKING FRIPAY CLASSES
L U V , YOUR L A Z Y
LITTLE

SIGMA UPSILON CLASS FOR
EVER.
HECKLE

PEBBLES (SD T)
YOU BETTER CALM POWN OR
I’M TAKING AWAY YOUR

TURTLE (AO)
YOU’RE THE INSPIRATION FOR
MY SONGS. I’M THE INSPI
RATION FOR YOUR POEMS.
IF I STOP HAVING U KNOW

HUNTSMAW,
THE GRASS IS ALWAYS
GREENER ON THE OTHER
SlPE BUT OBVIOUSLY
NOT YOUR
SID E1.

I M ISSED YOU SOO MUCH
W ILL YOU. MARRY ME7
LOVE TU R TLE
THANK YOU DENISE ANP
MARIANNE,
LUV, MAYBELLINE
SIGMA UPSILON WE ARE AL
MOST THERE
LOVE, YOUR TREA
SU RES, M AYBELLINE ANP
CHATTERBOX
HAPPY
PEREZ
SILON

B IR T H D A Y NOE
LOVE, SIGMA UP

C A RLY, CARLY,
CARLY, CARLY

CARLY,

STALKER,
THERE ARE PEOPLE THAT CAN
HELP YOU
-F.B.
CARLY (AO) - I LOVE YOU
MARIA (SD T)
YOU ARE LOUT ANP OBNOX
IOUS BUT WE LOVE YOU
ANYWAY
JEN ANP FREAK BOY

JOHN BROST
I HAVE BEEN THIN KIN G
ABOUT YOU SINCE THE MO
MY
BOGS MENT THAT YOU HANDED ME
THAT FLYER IN FRONT OF THE
( C H R I S ,
TRACEY ANP STUDENT CENTER. I DIDN’T
JORGE)
READ THE FLYERS BECAUSE
AM GLAD MY EYES WERE ON YOU
TO BE YOUR -LOVE YOUR SECRET AD
LITTLE.
MIRER
LOVE, MARY T.
GOOD LUCK IN FLORIDA TO
HEY TIM , CARLOO, ANP PON, DEBRA, ANP ALLISON.
NOE,
HECKLE
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK
I NEED YOU A 100% FOR THE JEN £ APRIL (PHI SIG)
NEXT COUPLE PAYS.
I HAVE HEARD THE WORD
YOUR LITTLE
OF JESUS.
-U SA
SIPETRACK (AO)
MIGHT AS WELL FACE IT NICOLE (PHI SIG)
YOU’RE ADDICTED TO LOVE LE T’S RUN FREE UNTIL THEY
- OR SOMETHING LIKE THAT. STICK US IN S U ITS
OFF
TO HOBOKEN .
FREAKBOY,
LISA
NEVER UNDERESTIMATE THE
POWER OF FU*£lNG FATE
D-PHI-E,
LOVE, STALKER GIRL
CONGRATS TO ALL NEW
CHAIR POSITIONS.
I AM
TO THE NEOS OF SIGMA LOOKING FORW ARD TO
DELTA PI,
WORKING W ITH ALL OF
CONGRATS
BE PROUD £ YOU.
KEEP THAT “ESPANOL” SPIRIT
LUV, LOREN AH 152
ALIVE £ THE FLAME LIT.
LOVE ANP RESPECT, PI CLASS,
LA CHIQUITITA
CONGRATS TO THE NEWESTMEMBERS OF DELTA PHI EP
CARLY (AO),
SILON
MONTCLARION
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LUV, YOUR SISTER S
JEN (PHI SIG)
STALKING 15 ENTIRELY UN
DERRATED
LISA
Greg ,
I HOPE YOU ENJOYED THE
ROAD TRIP WITH A FUTON
LOVE, LAUREN (AIX)
SIGMA 154 (AIX)
LETS GO BUX A DRE56, TAKE
A DETO UR TO TH E RED
ROBIN, AND STOP AT ALEXIS
GO FUTON
LO V E, SIG M A 156
(AIX)
CASEY (AIX) AND GREG,
THE BOGEYMAN IS GOING
TO GET YOU
LOVE, LAUREN (AIX)
L IZ V. (A IX) AND BRIAN
(TP H IB ),
ALEXIS WAS A BLA ST YOU
GUYS ARE SIMPLY THE BEST
LOVE, LAUREN 5. (AIX
156)
TO THE PLEDGES OF ALPHA
PHI OMEGA,
BE A LEADER. BE A FRIEND.
BE OF SERVICE.
GOOD
LUCK.
LOVE CARRIE
TO MY LITTLE, WENDY
KEEP YOUR HEAD UP, IT’S AL
MOST OVER
LOVE, CARRIE
NIKKI (AKA M U ZZLE)
IT’S A MIRACLE ON 54TH
STREET. MERRY CHRISTMAS
CARRIE
MELISSA (THETAKX)
CONGRATS I AM SO PROUD
OF YOU. YOU DID A GREAT
JOB
I LOVE YOU
LOVE, YOUR BIG *107
SLICKY B,
WOULD YOU CONSIDER LAST
FRIDAY AS A DATE? IF NOT,
THEN WE HAVE TO GO ON
ONE
I HAD A VERY NICE
TIME FRIDAY. WE’LL HAVE
TO DO IT AGAIN SOON
MAYBE THIS TIME CAUSE A
LITTLE TROUBLE J U S T KID
DING.
LOVE, CHICKY
JAY ( T X )
WHEN ARE WE GOING TO
p la y b in g o a g a in 7 n e x t
TIME, I’LL BE MORE SOCIAL,

28
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I WON’T HAVE A SPEECH TO
W RITE
LOVE, YOUR LITTLE
JOHN C AND RICK (TX)
THANKS FOR ALL YOUR HELP
AND SUPPORT GOOD LUCK
IN THE ELECTIONS RICK' I’LL
BE VOTING FOR YOU'
U KNOW WHO

TO THE PLEDGES OF ALPHA
PHI OMEGA,
T U E S D A Y NI GHT S , MY
PLACE
WE’LL BRING THE
GARBAGE BAGS, YOU BRING
THE COMPLAINTS.
LOVE YOU, VANESA 6
DULCE

GREAT. IT’S BEEN WONDER
FUL GETTING ACQUAINTED
WITH YOU ALL. I LOVE YOU
GUYS'. 1 MORE WEEK LEFT'
WE CAN DO THIS
PLEDGE MATE HUSH,
SPRING ‘96

FISHER
MEOW,
YOU HAD B E T T E R BE ON
MEOW MEOW MEOW MEOW YOUR BEST BEHIOR ON FR I
KIM, MARAI, ESLINDE,
MEOW. AND MEOW.
DAY,
OR
ELSE
NO
HEY GIRLS STAY STRONG' LOVE, MEOWFKA
AMORETTO OSURS FOR YOU'
IT ’S ONLY / MORE WEEK
J U S T KIDDING, IT ’ GONNA
LEFT
MARK (GM 69)
BE A BLA ST.
MANNY
YOU W ILL BE AT THE SEMI YOUR CAMPAIGN MANAGER
BECAUSE I W ILL BE
LISA (PHI 5IG)
BARRY BERNSTEIN ;
MAD IF YOU DON’T GO.
I WASN’T UNHAPPY
LAST
AME R I CAN
-YOUR BIG T H E
IPSL
GUIDO. GO HAIR GEL BOY
BROTHER
*115
GO.
-TOM
CASPER
MEGHAN,
THANKS FOR YOUR HELP ON
HOW
MANY
MORE RED HAWK FEST. NOW IT
ME AND JOHN J. ARE GO
CLASSES? THAT MEANS NO IS TIME TO TAKE A BREAK
ING TO BOTH G ET DRUNK
MORE WEIRDOS.
- Y O U R
NOW. MONTCLARION M EET
LOVE, KIM
ROOMMATE
INGS NEXT YEAR MONDAYS
4 :5 0 AT THE ALEXUS.
ZO LI (ZB T)
CONGRATS ON YOUR INITIA JJO’S,
YIPPIE; I’M GOING TO MAS
TION.
FJORD. BUT MEOW. AND SACHUSETTS TO DRINK SOME
SOME MOCK TO GO WITH SMART COCKTAILS'. SEE ALL
LOVE, KIM (PHI SIG)
OF YOU LATER
THAT.
XOXOXOX, MAUDE (WHO
AMY (PHI SIG)
-JJO’S
I NEVER SEE YA ANYMORE, MISSES 9 AM CLASS:)
WE GOTTA HANG OUT.
IP SL, KIM A.
A-PHl-0 *5 ,
THANKS FOR THE
KIND WOR D S '
ERIN (PHI SIG)
I NEED TO GO OUT AND YOU’RE ALSO
RAISE SOME HAVOC.
I’M AS “REAL” AS
TOO STRESSED OUT. I CAN’T T HEY COME.
STAY STRONG.
TAKE IT ANYMORE,
Y O U R
IPSL, GENEVIEVE
GRAND VANESSA
L IT TL E ANDREZZI,
B - DAY
YOU BETTER STOP BAILING HAPPY
OUT ON ME YOU ARE MISS CORRIE, NICKY,
ING OUT ON ALL THE AC NEHA 6 NILLA
F R O M
TION.
LOVE YOU BAKING THE BROTHERS
PARTNER (IF WE EVER DO ) OF ALPHA PHI
OMEGA
JACKIE (PHI SIG)
CONGRATS
ARE YOU G A M M A
READY TO HAVE THE BEST T H E T A
C L A S S
YEAR YET?
OF APO,
IPSL, YOUR VP
W H A T’S
Nu ? NU
LISA (PHI 5IG)
IS THE NUMBER YOU ARE PS I'
THINKING OF BETWEEN 7
Guess
AND 10?
IPSL, “THE WEIRD AS5 w h o '
L IT TL E GIRL”
PS MY
L A S T
“PHIELY” (PHI SIG)
W ILL WE BE TAKING MANY NAME
TRIPS DOWN THE SHORE THIS O’SULLIVAN
SUM M ER? ARE YOU CRAV
ING A ..
PLEDGEMATES
AKPSl (SU)
LOVE, YOUR BIG
YOU GUYS ARE
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M SU earns split in tourney
by Nick Gantalfis
The MSU's women's softball team
continued to roll through the regu
lar season as they participated in the
Ithaca College Tournament held in
Ithaca, N.Y. In game one of the tour
nament, MSU fell to 19th ranked
Ithaca College 5-0 as Nicki Swan
threw a complete game allowing only
three hits. Itahaca’s runs in the first
and third innings were unearned.
Julie McGraw hit a two-run single
in the fourth to account for the first
earned run. Errors in the first and
third innings resulted in runs to
make the score 2-0. The fourth in
ning was the icing on the cake for
Ithaca as they scored three runs to
make the score 5-0 w here it
reamained until games ending. MSU
had a total of five errors in the game
compared to Ithaca’s two.
Pitching for MSU was ace Robyn
Baron who lost her second contest
of the season. Baron pitched six in
nings giving up eight hits and three
earned runs. Baron also walked four
batters and struck out six. Swan
pitched a complete game for Ithaca
giving up three hits and no runs.
She struck out three batters and
walked only three. Swan improves
her overall record to 5-5.
Ithaca’s Jen Blum had two hits
including a double, her fourth on the
season. MSU’s Jerrilyn Acevedo
went 2-3 in the game, and Ro Guzzi
was 1-3.

In game two, the Red Hawks de
feated North Adams State 4-0 behind
pitcher Sharon Ormsbee’s three hit
shutout. Ormsbee pitched 7.0 in
nings of ball giving up only three hits
with two walks and three strike-outs
enroute to earning her sixth victory
of the season. .
The second inning proved to be
fatal for North Adams State as MSU
scored three runs to take an early 30 lead. The Red Hawks never looked
back as they got RBI singles in the
second from A ceved o, Denise
Wamock and Cheryl Lopez. Lopez
went 2-3 in the Red Hawk victory.
The losing pitcher for North Adams
State was Sarah Peck who pitched
6.0 innings giving up eight hits, two
earned runs and one walk.
Ormsbee’s performance earned
herself NJAC Pitcher of the Week.
Ormsbee didn't allow a run in 11.2
innnings of work last week while
racking up two victories for the Red
Hawks. For the season, Ormsbee is
5-0 with a 1.24 ERA. MSU has won
eight of its last ten games on the sea
son and continues to roll through the
NJAC.
Up next for the Red Hawks is a
make-up game at William Paterson
College. The game is today at 3:00
PM. Th e gam e was o rig in a lly
sceduled for Tuesday but was post
poned due to rain. MSU then faces
Rowan College at home in a doubleheader on Saturday starting at noon.

RedHawkssearchforfirst win
by Nick Gantalfis
MSU’s men's tennis team dropped
two matches last week, losing to
NJAC opponent Ramapo College 72 on April 10 and New York Univer
sity 7-2 on April 12.
MSU’s overall record drops tc 0-5
on the season and 0-3 in the NJAC.
TVenton State College holds a 7-3
overall record and stands on top of
the conference with a perfect 4-0
record. Standing in second place is
Rutgers-Newark, who owns a 4-1
NJAC record and an impressive 8-1
overall mark.
MSU owns a five match losing
streak, the most in the NJAC. Jun
ior Peter Beckus (Fanwood) of MSU
played well despite the team’s los
ing week. Beckus was named to the
NJAC Honor Roll with his perfor
mances against Ramapo College and
NYU. Beckus, who plays first singles
for the Red Hawks, posted two vic
tories and split two matches at first

doubles. Beckus’ singles victories
were a 6-4, 6-4 win against Ramapo
and a 6-0, 4-6, 6-3 home victory
against NYU.
Rutgers-Newark’s Andy Awad, a
senior from Paramus was named
NJAC’s men’s tennis Player of the
Week, improving his singles record
to 9-0 with three victories last week.
This is the second time this season
Awad was named Player of the Week.
Awad defeated defending ITA/Eastern singles champion Mark Wallace
6-0, 7-6.
Up next for the Red Hawks is
SUNY New Paltz on Thursday and
Vassar on Saturday. The SUNY
match begins at 3:30 and the Vassar
at 1:00 PM. Both matches are at
home at the Red Hawk Courts. The
Red Hawks are only two weeks away
from the NJAC Tournament which
takes place on Friday, April 26 and
Saturday, April 27. Match times
have not yet been announced.

Outlielder Wendy Saladino has bad a solid year for the Red Hawks.

MSU ready to rumble
with William Paterson
by Nick Gantalfis
Today at 3:30, the Red Hawks
face off with rival William Pater
son College in a much anticipated
matchup. The Red Hawks w ill
most likely pitch lefty ace Brian
Cordeiro and the Pioneers w ill
place freshman Eduardo Gomez
on the mound. Gomez, who holds
a 3-0 record w ill not be taken
lightly as the Red Hawks will look
to get their bats going in the first
meeting of the season between the
two perrennial power schools.
“This is a big game, because it is
WPC, but it's ju st another confer
ence meeting, and w e’ll be taking
it as a normal game." said senior
outfielder Dan Massaro with a
calm and smooth voice.
MSU’s lineup is coming around
after an early season slow start.
Senior outfielder Chris Roof has
24 hits in 57 at bats giving him a
.421 batting average. Roof has
seven doubles and over 17 RBI’s
on the season and he looks to pro
duce and play a major role as
usual in tomorrow’s game.

Massaro’s bat and speed will
be a threat to the Pioneers as his
two triples ties him for first in the
NJAC w ith a number o f other
players. Cordeiro holds a 2-1
record and leads the NJAC in
strikeouts w ith 41, an average
per game o f 10.85 in 34.0 innings
pitched
Although this is just another
conference match-up, it is a meet
ing between two schools that have
much history. Both schools are
undefeated in conference play
and an early lead in the NJAC
winning percentage categoiy will
boost the confidence o f either
school. MSU may hold a grudge
because as you may remember,
WPC defeated MSU last year in
the NCAA Mid-Atlantic Regionals
7-3. But, that was then and this
is now. “We are going to put the
ball in play, and just because
Gomez is a fresh m a n d o esn ’t
mean we're going to take him
lightly.” said Massaro.
Once again, game time is set
for 3:30 PM. See ya there.
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track con’t from back cover

meter. Grosvenor won the 1,500
competition as their 4x100 meter meter with a time of 4:44.21. Her
gang won the league championship first place finish in the 3,000 meter
with a time of :43.68.
was a new school record, automati
A lso contributing to the third cally qualifying for the NCAA’s with
place finish at Saturday’s champion a time of 9:52.02. Her time was the
ship was Mike Scott, who competed fastest in the nation this season in
in the 110 meter hurdles. Scott took in Division III, 16 seconds faster
second to Linval Lewis of Rowan with than anyone else.
a time o f : 14,92. Scott also excelled
O ther standouts for the Red
in the triple ju m p with a leap of Hawks included Dana Rumpleton
12.68 meters earning another sec who jum ped 10.05 meters in the
ond place finish. Eddie Grayer of triple jump, and Vanessa McClure of
MSU earned second place in the Shot ran a 1:14.13 in the 400 M Hurdles.
Put with a throw o f 14.22 meters.
MSU’s relay teams were consistent
On the women's side of the track, all day long as they placed third in
MSU's Catherine Grosvenor w as both the 4x 100 and the 4x400 Meter
awarded with the female Track Relay. Their 4x 100 was clocked in a
Award as she was a double-winner time of :54.58 and their 4x400 in
in the 1,500 meter and the 3,000 4:45.63.

Correction:
Senior Pitcher Brian Cordeiro only walked two batters against
Elizabeth twon College on April 2nd, not the four that was reported.

Montclarion elections,

Mon., April 22nd at 4:30
in the Montclarion office.
The shark loses his bite
final round 67 to capture his third
by Chris Lengle
Do you remember last Thanks Masters ('90, ‘91). Norman bo
giving dinner? Uncle Andy started geyed the ninth, tenth, and elev
hocking on a chicken bone. He fell enth holes. If that w asn ’t bad
to the floor, choking in agony. Your enough, he double bogeyed the
12th when he hit his tee shot into
little sister Am y jumped up and
the
water. His ultimate demise
came to the rescue. She jumped
up and gave him the Heimlich ma was at 16 when he double bogeyeu
neuver. That fixed Uncle A ndy’s again. By the time the two men
choking problem and everybody were done with the 16th hole,
was happy. Well, if only Amy had Faldo had built a four stroke lead.
been in Augusta on Sunday. She He finished up with a birdie on
18 which gave him a five stroke
could have helped Greg Norman
from totally choking in the final lead at the end of the day. Norman
round of the Masters at Augusta finished up with a final round 78.
This is not the fir s t time
National.
The word choke is synonymous Norman has choked. He has taken
with teams like the Denver Bron leads into the final round of ma
cos (it was the defenses’ fault), and jor tournaments six other times,
players like Chris Webber (it was never able to close the deal. That’s
only one time, but that one time not even counting being one or
cost Michigan a national champi two shots off the pace and also
onship). After Sunday’s debacle, coming up short. To date, he is still
there is no doubt in my mind that the tour’s money leader but he is
Greg Norman should get a lifetime far from being the best out there.
choke award. You may not be golf I like the guy and hope to see him
fans, but if you are a sports fan do well, but as of right now, he’s
you can appreciate a sheer col nothing but a choker. I’m not say
ing that he’s not a great golfer, but
lapse of composure.
Norman brought a six stroke if he wants to move into the ranks
lead into the final round of the of golfs’ all-time elite, the Shark
M asters on S u n d ay but th a t has to become more like Jaws. He
wasn’t enough. Nick Faldo shot a knew how to put people away.
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baseball con’t from back cover
Bava got the call and went three in
nings earning the win, allowing two
runs on two hits. The rest of MSU’s
runs came from a solo home run by
Roof, (.450 batting average) in the
seven th , a Dan M asarro (S.
Plainfield) three-run triple in the
ninth and a Mullane sacrifice fly,
also in the ninth. It was sweet re
venge for Mullane who had three hits
and drove in six for the Red Hawks.
Saturday’s opponent for the Red
Hawks were the Pioneers of Rutgers
Camden. The torrential downpour,
that hit the area on Friday night
forced one of the day’s two sched
uled games to be moved to Sunday
because the field was not playable
until 3 pm. The Red Hawks only
scored a single touchdown in this
game as they won 7-4. In the third
inning, the Hawks put up four runs,
all coming with two outs. The first
player to score was Mullane, on a
McCorkle double to center. R oof
walked and Joe Chonka (Edison) hit
a double to center, plating two. Leon
followed with a single to left, scor
ing Chonka, putting MSU up 4-0.
The Red Hawks put another run on
the scoreboard with a Mercier homer
over the left field fence.
The Pioneers scored two runs in
the fifth, one coming on a double
steal, and the other coming on a sac
rifice fly. This left the Hawks with a
three-run lead. It was deja-vu in the
seventh for the Pioneers as a runner
stole home and an RBI single ac
counted for two runs, putting the
score at 5-4. In the Red Hawks’ half
o f the seventh, Roof led o ff and
reached on an error by the second
baseman. Roof would wind up be
ing an insurance run, scoring on a

wild pitch, giving the Red Hawks a
6-4 lead. The Hawks added their sev
enth run in the eighth as Chonka
came up with two outs and hit an
RBI sin gle. S en io r Lefty B rian
Cordeiro (Matawan) was in control
of the game for MSU, striking out
nine and walking only two in eight
in n in g s of work while im p r o v in g his
record to 2-1.
The Red Hawks scored a touch
down and completed a two point con
version in game two on Sunday and
won the game 8-4. The Hawks con
tinued their trend o f scoring early
and often. The Rutgers Camden
starting pitcher walked the bases
loaded and Chonka hit a run-scor
ing single. McCorkle worked the
pitcher for a walk, forcing in a run,
and Leon followed with his own RBI
single. In the third inning, the Hawks
added two runs on a fielder’s choice
and an error. R u tgers Cam den
scored a run on a fielder's choice,
cutting the MSU lead to 5-1.
The Red Hawks added two runs
in the sixth inning. Mullane, (.344
batting average) continued his solid
hitting by sacrificing Connelly home,
who had led off the inning with a
walk. Roof would later add a two out
ru n -s c o rin g d o u b le. R u tgers
Camden added two runs in the sev
enth inning and one in the eighth.
Roof hit an RBI single for the Hawks
in their half of the eigth to finish out
the scoring in the game. The Red
Hawks were in control all game and
were led by the pitching o f Tom
Fleming (Hawthorne) who improved
his record to 3-0 pitching six solid
innings, getting excellent relief help
from Adam Liccardo (Wayne) and
Todd Sak (Edison) who was credited
with his second save of the year.
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I^ed Hawk Sports Week
G re y box d e n o te s

THURS.

FRI.

hom e gam e

Aprj| 18

Aprj| 19

William
Paterson
3:30 PM

Jersey City
State
3:30 PM

1
£

f

SAT.

Aprj|

20

SUN.

MON.

TUES.

WED.

A p ril 21

A p ril 22

A p ril 2 3

A p ril 2 4

At Rowan
College (DH)
12:00 PM

Albright
College, PA
3:30 PM

Rowan College
(DH)
12:00 PM

At Georgian
Court (DH)
3:00 PM

At
Adelphi, NY
3:30 PM

:b a l l

J
S o ft b a ll

At Pace
3:30 PM

t e a
1I
M e n s L acro sse

At East
Stroudsburg J.V.
2:30 PM

M sa
Û

W o m e n ’s
L acro sse

u s u

At Suny New
Paltz
3:30 PM

At Kutztown
4:00 PM

Vassar
1:00 PM

T e n n is

NJAC
Championships
9:00 AM

«s a
T V ack & F ie ld

In this newspaper, it’s a serene scene
of a gazelle grazing in the brush.

For mon information visit us on IkeInterneI
aibHp:llbed.info.afifie.mml

In your room, it’s a serene scene of
a gazelle grazing in the brush suddenly
- caught off-guard by a 500-pound lion
that chases the fleeing gazelle down and
rips out its jugular. Hyenas soon follow.

Okay, so maybe the newspaper isn't the best place to demonstrate the breathtaking multimedia capabilities o f a Macintosh'computer. But with the special campus savings we re now
offering on selected Macintosh computers and Apple'printers, you can easily take one home
and experience it where it was meant to be: on your desk. With built-in stereo sound, video
graphics and animation, Macintosh is an easy way to bring your work to life. So
visit us today, and look into the power of Macintosh. The power to be your best?

Po w r liU c TKXyiOO

16MB/1GB,CD,¡5"monitor $2,400
Offerssboun abort expire May 15,1996. See)vur campus storefor details abouttheApple Computer Loan <&1996AppleComputer Inc All rights reserved Apple, theApplelogo. Laserdfuer Macintosh, Perforata, PouerBooh. StcleVnterand "Thepouer to beyour best are registeredtrademarks ofApple Computer. Inc
Macand Pouer Mac are trademarks ofApple Computer. Inc. All Macintosh computers are designed to be accessible lo mdtiiduals uith duabdih Tbleum more(US only), call 800-600-7808orIT)'800 755-0601.
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MSU streaking into game against William Paterson
by Kevin Culley
The M ontclair State University
Baseball team extended its winning
streak to nine games, and remained
undefeated in New Jersey Athletic
Conference games last week. The
streak which began at five games
this week, continued to grow with
wins over Ramapo, Rutgers Newark
and R u tgers Cam den. Th e Red
Hawks record now stands at 12-6,
7-0 NJAC.
Offense was not a problem for the
Red Hawks as they posted footballtype numbers, three touchdowns
and a field goal, enroute to a 24-0
thrashing o f the over- matched
Ramapo College Roadrunners on
Thursday April 11. Among the many
offensive leaders for the Hawks were
d esign a ted h itter E.J. S ebelle
(Morristown), and first baseman
Shawn McCorkle (Newton), both of
whom had two hits and two RBI’s.
C enter fie ld e r M ike M u llan e
(Bayonne) added a hit and two RBI’s
and catcher C.B. Leon (Bogota) had
a hit and three RBI’s. Right fielder
Chris Roof (Berkeley Heights) had
two hits, scored three runs and drove
in one. The star of the day however
was second baseman Mark Houser
(Glen Ridge) who came off the bench
and went three for three with two
doubles and six runs batted in.

Three MSU pitchers combined on a
three hitter, with the victory going
to Freshman Harold Eckert (Edison).
The Montclair offense continued
to pound opponents’ pitching as the
R e d
Hawks

Hawks jumped on top in the second
inning with two walks and a single
follow ed by a M ike C o n n elly
(Bordentown) RBI fielder's choice
which put the score at 1-0. The next

s cor ed
three
t o u c h 
dow ns in
a 2 1-11

vi ct or y
Fri day
Apr i l 12
o v e r
Rutgers
Newark.
The game
featured
two trans
fers from
Ru tgers
N ew ark
starting
for MSU,
Mullane
in center
fie ld and

Kevin
COxiLgTesEy
(Nutley)
on
the

mound.
The

Red

batter for the Red Hawks, Leon, hit
a three run home run well over the
centerfield fence. The final run of the
inning came off Mullane’s double
plating short stop Brian M ercier
(Bayonne). The Hawks added to their
five-run lead with four more runs in
the fourth inning. Leon led off the
inning by hitting another home run
over the left field fence. TWo hits af
ter that, Mullane continued to ter
rorize his former mates with a threerun home run. The Raiders were able
to match the Red Hawks’ four runs
with five in the bottom half of the
fourth inning. The runs came off of
O'Shaugnessy, on three errors and
a single. Four of the five runs that
scored were unearned.
The Red Hawks continued their
hot hitting in the fifth inning, when
it was Mullane doubling home a run
and a Roof adding a run-scoring
single. McCorkle, (.381 batting av
erage), came up with the bases
loaded and launched a ball over the
center field fence, for a grand slam
home run. Rutgers Newark added
four more runs in their half of the
fifth, with a solo and three-run home
run. With two outs in the inning and
the score 15-9, Head Coach Norm
Schoenig went to the bull pen for re
lief o f O’Shaugnessy. Righty Brad
please see baseball, p. 30

MSUhostsNJACChampionships
hy Nirlc ciantaiflfi
a time of :55.86. Hurdle teammate
This past weekend, M ontclair Richard Douglas also placed in the
State University hosted the NJAC toP six as
time ° f -57.81, good
Ttack and Field Championships with enough for fourth place.
Rowan College and Tfenton State
MSU s pr i nt relay team
College emerging as champions for showed the NJAC that they could
the second consecutive season, team together and run away from the

Final leg o f the 4 x 400 Relay from the NJAC Championships.

Rowan captured the NJAC’s men’s
title and TSC claimed the women's
championship.
The MSU Red Hawks proved that
they could compete with the best
as sprint master Kevin Gibbs ran
away with the NJAC 100 meter title
with a time of : 11.22. Rowan’s
Michael Best took second to Gibbs
with a time of : 1 1.32. Gibbs also
had a strong finish in the 200
meter, as his time of :23.23 earned
him a third place finish.
G ib b s ’ p erform an ce at the
NJAC’s wasn’t the only highlight for
the MSU men’s team. Eddie Green
ow ned the 400 i nt er medi at e
hurdles with a first place finish in

please see track, p. 30
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Stat of the Week
Catherine Grosvenor was a
double winner at the NJAC Thick
& Field Championships. She was
named outstanding female run
ner.

